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Introduction 

This is the final report on DOE Award No. DE-FG03-92ER75838 A000, a three year matching 
grant program with Pacific Gas and Electric Company (=&E) to support strengthening of the 
fission reactor nuclear science and engineering program at UCLA. The program began on 
September 30, 1992. The program has enabled UCLA to use its strong existing background to 
train students in technological problems which simultaneously are of interest to the industry and of 
specific interest to PG&E. The program included undergraduate scholarships, graduate 
traineeships and distinguished lecturers. 

Undergraduate Scholarships 

UCLA has never had an undergraduate degree in nuclear engineering. Its program was graduate in 
nature, and heavily oriented toward Ph.D. quality students. A few nuclear-related courses were 
offered to seniors who take the power engineering option in the mechanical engineering program 
for a Bachelor of Science degree. 

During the first year of the program, five $l,OOO scholarships were granted to each of the 
foIIowing students: 

Rudy Dahbura 
Jessica Hoffman 
Phillip Kwong 
Matthew Quach 
Achilles Young 

Distinguished Lecturers 

The lectures on frontier research topics were as follows: 

I992 -93. 

1. On February 4, 1993, Professor S.G. Bankoff of Northwestern University visited with 
Professor Dhir and gave a seminar on instability and rupture of thin, heated liquid films. 
This seminar was supported in part by the matching grant program. 

2. On May 6 ,  1993, Dr. Robert Henry of Fauske Associates, Inc. visited with Professors 
Okrent, Dhir and Kastenberg, and the students involved in their research, and gave a 
seminar on issues related to Level 2 diagnosis, and suggested avenues of attacking portions 
of this complex problem. 

I993 -94 : 

1. “Numerical Simulation of Complex Fluids,” Professor Pushsendra Singh, Chemical and 
Nuclear Engineering Department, University of California, Santa Barbara. 

“Computational Material Sciences,” M.I. Baskes, Sandia National Laboratories. 2. 

1994 -95: 

1. “Experimental and Theoretical Studies in mcroscale Engineering,” Professor Arun 
Majumdar, Department of Mechanical and Environmental Engineering, University of 
California, Santa Barbara. 
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2. 

Research Summary and Graduate Traineeships 

~ Four topics were selected for research the first year, with the benefit of active collaboration with 
personnel from =&E. These topics remained the same during the second year of this program. 
During the third year, two topics ended with the departure of the students involved (reflux cooling 
in a PWR during a shutdown and erosiodcorrosion of carbon steel piping). Two new topics 
(long-term risk and fuel relocation within the reactor vessel) were added, hence, the topics during 
the third year award were the following: 

“Systems Engineering: An Approach to Information-Based Design,” Dr. George A. 
Hazzelrig, Directorate of Engineering, National Science Foundation. 

Reflux condensation and the effect of non-condensable gases. 
Erosion/corrosion of carbon steel piping. 
Use of artificial intelligence in severe accident diagnosis for PWRs (diagnosis of plant status 
during a PWR station blackout scenario). 
The influence on risk of organization and management quality. 
Considerations of long term risk from the disposal of hazardous wastes. 
A probabilistic treatment of fuel motion and fuel relocation within the reactor vessel during a 
severe core damage accident. 

candidates for graduate traineeships was matched to the topics selected for 
Id be of mutual interest to PG&E and UCLA. This is discussed in the paragraphs Qfi re 

W h  3W. 

Pro: i 
Benjai., 
trainee> 
Mr. ws 

ir guided the research on reflux cooling of a PWR during shutdown. Mr. 
and then Mr. Dengshan Wang were the graduate students who were awarded 
worked on this research, until the research was terminated with the departure of 

Professor N. Ghoniem guided the research on erosion/corrosion of carbon steel piping. Mr. 
Hanchen Huang was the PhD candidate who received a traineeship and worked on this research up 
to its completion in late 1994. Dr. Huang received the PhD in December 1994 and accepted a 
position at Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory. 

Professors D. Okrent and W. Kastenberg guided the research on determining plant status after the 
onset of severe core damage using artificial intelligence for a station blackout scenario in a PWR. 
h4r. Zheng Wu, a PhD candidate, received a traineeship and worked on this research. He currently 
has to complete the writing of his thesis. Two papers have been presented at international 
conferences based on his research. The papers are reproduced in Appendix C-1. 

Professors D. Okrent and G. Apostolakis guided the research on the influence of the quality of 
organization and management on risk. Ms. Yongjie Xiong, the PhD candidate who received a 
traineeship, completed her thesis in late 1995 and works at PLG Inc, Newport Beach. Five papers 
have been presented at international conferences based on her research. They are reproduced in 
Appendix D- 1. 

Professor D. Okrent is guiding the research on considerations of long term risk in the disposal of 
hazardous wastes. Mr. Zhongbin Shu is the PhD candidate who initiated his research on this 
complex topic during the final year of this award. 
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Professors V. Dhir and D. Okrent are guiding the research on a probabilistic treatment of fuel 
motion and fuel relocation within the reactor vessel during a severe core damage accident. Mr. 
Xuegao An received a traineeship and began a review of this complex subject during the final year 
of this award. 

One other PhD candidate, Mr. Leiming Xing, received partial support for a couple of months 
during the spring quarter of 1993, while he was completing his thesis on diagnosis of ATWS 
events using neural networks and an expert system. Dr. Xing now works for PLG Inc., Newport 
Beach. 

The status of the research on reflux condensation at the time it was ended is reproduced in 
Appendix A. 

The status of the research on erosionkorrosion of carbon steel piping, as of the time of completion 
of the PhD thesis of Dr. Huang, is summarized in Appendix B. 

The research on the use of artificial intelligence for diagnosis of plant status dux 
damage accident is summarized in Appendix C. 

The research on the effect on risk of the quality of organization and management 
Appendix D. 

ng a severe core 

s summarized in 

The research objective and approach for the work on considerations of long term risk from the 
geologic disposal of hazardous wastes are presented in Appendix E. 

The research objective and approach for the work on fuel motion and relocation within the reactor 
vessel during a severe core damage accident are given in Appendix F. 
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APPENDIX A 

An Investigation of Reflux Cooling in 
a Pressurized Water Reactor During Shutdown 



R e f h  Condensation And The Effects of Noncondcnsablc Gas 

Dengshan Wang and Vijay K. Dhir 
D-dLlaQaiaiA.roq.rrdNlrdrr-UCU 

Recent plant Orpetiencc has included many events ocarrring during outages of PWR 
During outages the power is low, the cmohnt system may be in a drained state with air or 
nitrogen present and various primary system closures may be unsearred. With the residual 
heat removal system(RHR) operatin& the core decay heat is readily moved.  Howwer, if 
the RHR system capabidity is lost and alternate heat removal means can not be established, 
heatup of the coalant could lead to core coolant boil-og ftel rod heatup, and core 
damage. 

By i d e n e g  the posu’ble plant conditions and cooling methods that might be used, 
the controlling t h e 4  hydraulic processes and phenomena include 

1. Gravity drain into the reactor coolant system; 
2. Core water bois@ 
3. Reflux condensation Gooling processes 

This report identifies and a n d p  one of the important thermal hydraulic phenomena 
foliowing loss of= system in the PWR, reflw condensation. As one of the alternative 
heat removal schemes, n8w condensation uses the steam generator as the heat sink. The 
reflux cooling proctsses ioclude (a). The initiation of the reflux cooling; @). The effect of 
non-condensabfe gas. 

In the reflux c o n d d o n  cooling mode, core decay heat is removed by boiling. The 
steam flows to the steam generators where it i s  condensed on the inner surfaces of the 
steam generator U-tubes. The condensed water &om the up flow side of the U-tube flows 
downward, against the upward flowing steam, into the steam generator inlet plenum, hot 
leg, reactor vessel upper plenum, and back to the core. The condensed water from the 
down flow side of the U-tube returns to the cold leg. Assume that at least one steam 
generator is operational, which means that at least one SG stcondary side must contain 
cold water and n o d e  dams must not be present in the hot and cold leg. 

a. In i t iMon  of the reBw condensation 

To establish reflux cooling, the core b d h g  must sufficiently pressurize the RCS to 
compress the nitrogen or air in the upper @oris of the RCS to expose condensing surface 
to the sttam flow. At least one stam generator is opedorial. Fwthmnore the possible 
need for draining or venting of the p h a y  system in order to obtain a stable reflux 
cooling mode will be studied. 

b. The effect of noncondemble gas 

24 
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When a condensable vapor is condensing in the presence of a noncon5cnsable gas, the 
vapor must diffuse through the gas, r q u k g  a decrease in vapor partial pressure twmd 
the liquid vapor intedace. Thus, interfact saturation temperature is significant below the 
temperature of the main vapor gas mixtufe. A significant decrease in heat * d e r  
coefficient results from the presence of very d amounts of noncondensable p. Many 
experiments on this effect have been done such as PKL, FLECHT-SEMET, EPRYSRI 
facilities. Most recent are the University of California, Berkeley's6 and Massachusetts 
M t u t e  of Technofogy'ss experiments to investigate the effect of n o n c o n d d l e  gas. 
Details will be shown in the following section. 

This report sets up models to simulate reflux condensation, The effect of 
noncondensable gas will be considered. A code in FORTRAN will be developed for the 
simulation. 

L Separate models 

The first part d set up models for the separate parts of the system. 

1. Pressurization of the reactor vessel. 

The decay heat of the core depends on the initial power and the time after the rector 
shutdown. 

Q = 0.095 Po (3600t)436 

where Q Decayheat 
Po Power before the plant shut down 
t Time after the plant shut down 

The relationship between the saturation temperature and the pressure: 

P = e~p(l6.2834-38 16.Wv46.13)) 

where P Saturation pressure of the steam 
T Saturation temperature 

The steam generation rate 

where && Steam gencration rate 
Massof water 

h& Mass of reactor vessel 
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Me Mass of noncondensabk gas 
M, Massofvapor 
lug Latent heat of vaporization at the pressure of interest 

Tbe temperature and pressure 

where & 
Mw 
Subscripts: 1 -  attimet 

The mass of gas flow to the hot Ieg 
The mass of vapor flow to the hot leg 

2- attimet+& 
Notes: 1. h&,, = ML#ll + & depends on the system parameters such as the 

pressures in the SG and the reactor vessel etc. It will be given at the hot leg model. We 
can give the mass fiaction of the noncondensable gas by Wh = MpRI 1 &. 

2. v 2 4 , .  

Calculation strategy: Give TO, PO, VO, hlzp, we can get the arguments needed: T2, P2, 

& etc. calculations begin With 8 given T;, By the aquation (3) get &, From (5)-(7), 
get Pi. Compare Pi with Pf calculated by the (2) and (4). If' P; > P2, let T; = T; - AT; 
If P; < P2, let T; = T; + AT. Iterate until P: = P2. 

2. The mixture level in the core 

The mixture h e 1  in the core is very important for the flow regime ofthe hot leg and 
the heat transfer model of the steam generator. 

Define j, as superficial vapor velocity, V& as vapor drift velocity 

where kc Flowareainthecore 
p DensityofVapor 
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where o Surfkce tension of water, can get by (14). 

Mixture level 

WVf = (iv10 - Mcore *a)/( 1 4 )  
ix=j,Ni 

where a Void m i o n  
MxIvl 
MO Water level without bubbles 
Mcore The lewd of the tote (consider the middle of the care) 

Mixture level in the core 

Note: If the Mxlvl> hot-leg-tevel, then the hot leg uses slug flow model. If Mxlvl< 
hot-leg-level, the hot leg uses stratified flow model. 

3. The steam generator and the effkct of noncondensable gas 

The steam generator(SG) is the most complex and most important part of the model. 
We set up two models that are (1). Non-flooding model, (2). Flooding model. Flooding 
means when the condensation rate and the steam flow rate are very high, because the U- 
tube is very thin, the condensed water blocks the steam flow. For the non-flooding 
condensation, we can use the fotlowing model. 

The heat transfer rate' from outside of the tube to the water on the secondary side 

where 8~ = 1.0 
T,, Outside Temperature of the U-tube. 
Ts Temperature of the water of the SG secondary side 
G= 0.013 
D, Outside diameter oftbe U-tube 
L Length of the caldation (The U-tube is calculated by several 

sections. The length of each section is L). 
P r = p q / k  (13) 
0 = 0.2358(1-TJ647.I 5)'- [1-0.625(l-TJ647.'i5)] (1 4) 

The heat transfer rate from the inside of the tube to the outside of the tube. 

where T~I. 
Di 

Inside temperature of the U-tube 
Inside diameter of the U-tube 
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K Thermal conductivity of the tube wall 
The heat transfer r- ;e is equal to : 

where & Condensationrate 
Ti Temperature of the bulk gas-steam mixture 
h(x) = Nu(x) k Di 

According to MIT res&: 

Nu(x) = 6.123Reo=[(Wa, w -Wa, b)fWa, w] 3a-lS3 

where Wa, w Mass fraction of the noncondensable gas at inside wall of 
the tube. 

Wa, b Mass hction of the noncondensable gas in the mixture. 
Re Reynold number 
3a M o b  number 

Or use UCB result6: 

h(x) = 0 . 0 0 5 R ~ o . ' '  W,"" h- 

where Wa 
hH,h Heat transfer coefficient for pure steam 

Mass fiction of the noncondensable 

where M, noncondensable gas flow rate 
Mdx) vapor flow rate at x 

and 

M ~ x )  = M~x-L) - 
Re(x) = V(x)yV 

where 

and 

The pressure at different location in the tube are related as: 

V(x) = (Ma + Mv(x))/p & 

& flow area of the U-tube 

P(x) + 0.5Pi V(x)' P(X+L) + 0.5~2 V(x+L)' + f i  

28 
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where P(x) Pressureat x 
Hr Pressure loss by fiction 
f i  = f p V' U(2D) 
p = PM/RT density of the mixture 
P'&+PP 

Calculation strategy: Calculate section by section. For each section, we begin with 
h(x), by (2), (4), (5 )  and (24), (25), we can get P(x), Ti, then by (lZKl7) , (19H231, 

we get Qi, Td, Tlo, T, etc. 

When the U-tube floods, the situation will be different and the heat transfer and flow 
process will be unstable. 

4. The hot leg model 

The mixture level of the reactor vessel and the steam condensation will determine the 
flow regimes in the hot leg. Different models will be used for stratified and slug flow 
models. 

5. The cold leg and any other parts 

Because the water seal in the leg, the flow scheme in cold leg will be different from 
that in hot leg. 

Il. Couple the models together 

This part will couple those models together to see the behavior of the whole system 
and the effect of noncondensable gas. be compared with the result of the most recent 
experiment. 

References: 

1. Warren M. Rohsenow, James P. Wsrtnett, Hand book of heat transfer 
2. NUREG/CRS85S EGG 2671 thtrmal-hydraulic processes during reduced inventory 
operation with loss of residual heat removal. April, 1992 
3. C. Calia and P. With, "Modes of circulation in an inverted U-tube m y  with 
condensation," T h d  hydraulics in nuclear power technology ~0115.  page 35-44 
4. B. Chow and V. K. Dhir "An investigation of reflux condensation in a PWR during 
reduced inventory with loss of residual heat removal 
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5. Mansoor Siddique, Michael W. Golay, and Mujid S. Kazimi, "Local h a t  transfer 
d c i e n t s  for forced convection c o n d a d  ;A of steam in a vertical tube in the presence 
of a noncandensabte gas," MI1; 1992 
6. K. M. Vierow, "Behavior of steant-air system condensing in concurrent vertical 
downflow Department of Nuclear Engineering, University of California at Berkeley. 
1990. 
7. V. K, Dhk, R C. Amat and 3. C. Mills, "A one dimensional model for the prediction 
of stmification b horizontal popes subjected to fluid temperature transient at inlet," 
Nudear Engineering and Design. vol107. Page 307-3 14,1988. 
8. Isao Kataolca and Mamom Ishii, "Prediction of pool void hction by new drift flw 
correlation -86-29 
9. Chapman, heat M e r  
10. M. Siddique, Michael W. Golay, and Mujid S. Kazimi, "The effect of noncondensable 
gases on steam condensation under forced convection condition," MIT-ANP-TR-010, 
MIT, 1992 
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Including the Muence of Orgsuiiii- 

Yongjit Xiong rad David Oknnt 
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management factcm But information in LERs is usually very brief and does riot go deeply into 
organhiomd factor's mot cause anal@ in many cases. For this reason, -. t then searched other 
lhamre. Accident analysisrtports and the ASSETrepas rue very useful in this sense. Thm 
a & b t  d y s i s  rcporu and thrte ASSET' =pat were chosen for detailed study initially. 
Recently, as a result of a d e s  of rcscash SctiVitieS, a colldon of Ewcnty organhtional 

dimensions (factors) bas been identified L2. Brookhaven National Laboratory (Bm) have worked 
oat the definitions far tbesc dhnsions. These dimensions represent a camprchensive although 
ovalapping taxonomy of arganizational dements that lnlatcd to the d e  apaations of nuclar 
powerplants. I[a the study of operationd rqmts, we use these twenty organizational dimensions. 

For several years the IAEA has off& its help to assist nuclear power plant operating 
organizations by means of the Asstssmcnt of Safety Significant Events Team (ASSET) program. 
Mort than twenty nuclear power installations have invited the IAEA to send ASSET teams of 
experts to perform reviews of operating txpcriencts. The tcam mans a wrintn lrport to the 

nuclear installation, a report which focusts on the effectiveness of the q a n h t i o n  in correcting 
problems, and, in particular* the depth and adquacy of Toot cause dys is .  The purpose of 
ASSET is to d e w  the aperating Organization and provide coaclusionS on the appropriateness 
and COmpIettness of the planned and implemcnttd d v e  action. Generic Itssons arc drawn 

and suggestions arc offend when necessary to improve plant management conml on prevention 
of incidents and thus to enhance the overall level of operational safety. We picked three ASSET 
rtports for prdimkary study. The following is one of them. 

Leningrad Nuclear Power Plant Addent AnaIysis 
E m .  Fuel damage followed by release of unfiltered gases outside the plant 
1. Problems 

(1) (page 56 of Report ') "Unexpected closing of regulating valve." 
"In general the valves fulfuued the regulating functions in a eomct way for many 
years. Problems were encountcrtd when valves had to worm an isalating 
function. For that reason many valves had already been -laced befort the event-" 
(page 52) There was no logic system present to avoid relcase of untreated (2) 
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radioactive gases to atmosphere." 
(page 56) "Rocedurt fails to give guidance in this sitdon." (3) 

11. Suggested Relevant Dimensions: 
A b c  problems show a lack of deep tccbnical bowledge in &Sign, &sign 

modification, and mponsc actions OD the eveat. The previous adys is  of replacing 
the regulating valve did bot point t~ tbe possibility of blocking flow. This might 
be caused by lack of deep technical knowledge, ur not b h g  good &g 
program. In case of no the logic system for channel nrparrc (this is lack of deep 
technical knowledge in design), and lack of guidance of proctdms in this 

situation, &e operating staf€ wcrc una- of the haarclous situation- Altbough 
&ere was a basic understanding that the logic existed, no attention was given to 
the position of the valves until the signal of radioactivity at the mf. This shows 
the operators lack of deep ttchnical knowledge, maybe also W g .  

Another problem is a m m m c a ~  *on. In this event, tbe reactor panel engineer, the 
system panel operator, tht radioactivity systems control opaators, thc opaators 
for the filtration system and so on are iavolvcd. But they arc "in limit& 

responsibility areas, in physical areas isolattd from one another, and those actions 
and decisions arc coordinattd through arpenrisorS, not &rough i n d o n s  
amongst themselves" (page 71). 

Therefon the suggested relevant urgadzatiod Dhensims arc: Formalizaton, 
~ u n i c a ~ o n - I n t e r d ~ n t a l ,  Communcation-Intradeparrmcntal, Technical 
Knowledge, Training, problem Identifitxion and Safety Culm. 

The root causes of the events studied in ASSET reports, show a sapng ~ M o n s h i p  with 
organhtiod factors. centralization, ~ u n i ~ ~ n ,  formalization, problem ~ t i f i c a t o n ,  
rtsouict allocation, roles-responsibility, technical knowledge and training m the key 

arganizatiod factors which influence the plant dety.  This study is only the b t m g  in doing, 
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funbtr study may lead to tbe potential use of &e organizational factors (dimchons) in AEOD 
analysis of the aperational experience. It can afso be potentsally used to help NRC and INPO 
inspection in de&. g tbe organizational factors' ammbution to the root causes. 

* .  

3. The Memwement of Organizational Factors 
After identifying the Orgaaizational factars which will impact the plant safety, the next 

questi~~~ is how 00 measure thest factors. Based 011 the previous apcrationa] ~~@mces study, 

me important organizational factor, adequate of dcep ttchnical knowledge, bas caught our 
attention and d v c d  detailed study as an example of developing measurement mtthodology. 
In an effort to provide an initial basis for mer cxammah 'on of deep ttcbnical knowledge, 
technical knowledge was divided into six broad categories, some of which arc subdivided into 
two or three subcattgaries as follows: 

(1) PRA: Level 1, Level 2, Level 3 
(2) Details of Plant Structures, Systtms, Components 
(3) Transient Behavim Reactor Physics, T h a r d  Hydraulic 
(4) Severe Accident Management 
(5) Physical Science: Wth Physics, Ckmistry ,  MateriaIs 
(6) Safety Basis: IMgu Basis,Tcchnical Specification, Regulation and Industry Standards 

Cumntly, Structured Intemiew Rotocol Behavioral Checklist and Behavioral Anchored 
Rating ScaJes (BARS) arc methods used in organizational factors measurement BARS' * has 
been identified as a pottntisuy valuable instnnnen t in the mtaSunment of various amibutes 
impatant to an evduation of the quality of 0 r g ~ 0 n 9 .  BARS is a pcrfannance evaluation 
device that inaxprates bchaviarat examples with general performance dimensions. Sptcifically, 
each scale rtprtsents an area of pcrformanct cur this case tmc of wbcatcgoritS of dcep technical 

bowledge). The behaviors are designed to facilitate the user's interpretation of poor, average, 
and high on each of the scales. In the &ve@mcnt of BARS, experts 8rc bought together to 
&fine the dimension and provide behavioral examrples. 
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xqmsenting a differing cmnlmm '011 of aspects of decp technical bowledge applicable to the 

particular perfonnaace dimension. Fot the dimensMn "nactor physics", which is a subcategory 
of transi~~ts, ten perfbmmce measmts, which &e place of the behavior wampks u s d y  
formulattd in a BARS application, WQC developed to make a list from which selections have 
k e n  made to provide p z d h i n q  jivepoint BARS for ten different positions at the plant. The 

Qaft ten pcrfmnance xncasum am the following: 

(1) Good warking knowledge (quantimtive) o f d y  state and transient ncutro&s (kinetics 
and dynamics), including all relevant maivity amoibutors, deep familiarty with all plant 
specific reactivity mu01 f m s ,  &vity accident potential (e.g. phenomeaological 
c ~ m e  of ATWS) and criticality considerations under severe d e n t  oonditions, and 
quantitative grasp of the intcraCtion between &d-hydraulic and neutronic phenomena. 
Phenomenological undersanding (semiquantitative) of all irqxmnt Ftactivity related 
effm in steady state, start-up, shutdown and accident conditions, including severe 

accident rehticslity, details of plant specific reactivity oontrol fcams including 
indirect reactivity contml effects. Capable of understanding the interaction between 
neumnic and thermal hydraulic phenomena 
Capable of mgnizing abnoImal rtactivity umditions, pcxfoming an estimated critical 

position, estimating the magnitude of changes in power associated with anticipated 
transients, (e.g. drop rods, loss of feedwater, etc.). 

(2) 

(3) 

(4) Continuing familiarity with major relevant physics concepts, (e.g. multiplication, 
bumup, fission product p o ~ n s ,  d v i t y  feedbacks), familiarity with zeactor physics role 
in safety for specific plant. 
Capable of visualidng the plant response to change in reactivity due to plant activities 
(e.g. startup, shutdown), anticipate abnormal rcactcx states (e.g. high flux tilt, inoperable 
control rods, etc.) and thermal hydraulic dfccts on power (e.g. oool-watcr accident, loss 
of feedwater heating). 

(5) 

(6) some familiarity with amclcpts of miticality, rhutdown, reactivity fdhck, rtactivity 
transients, influence of system failure on ability to shutdown, undastabd safety function 
of critical components in systems impartant to reactivity cxmml. 
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Familiar with the concept of nactivity cc~nol  (mds, &won, etc.), undmmds the 
important systems and COmPOIfeDtS in Oontrolling d v i t y  dming d plant operation 
and accident conditions. 
Somc familiarity witb the CoIlCcpt of fission, reactor am~01 and ~ystcms for controlling 
the fission proctss, Mdostands the impmmcc of maiLItManct on rtactiyity control 
systenzespacialtymain~ceonredundanttrains. 
Understands the W c  fission process ami COILcept of criticality. Can the major 
systtms rtlattd to shutdown of tbt reactor. 
Knows the plant uses nuclear energy as a beat source, can find his way through the plant, 
nnderstands the concepts of safety (similar to a general enrploytc). 

The QaFt puformance measures for the positions of shift rtchnical advisor and 
maintenance forcman follow. (Note that an excellent rating is not approPriatt for each position 
for each dimension.) 

Shift Technical Advim. 
Excellent 1 Generic Measure (2) 

2 GenericMcasm(3) 
Good 3 GenaicMeasure(4) 

4 GcnericMeasure(5) 
Poor 5 GencricMeasure(6) 

Maintenance Foreman: 
Excellent 1 Generic Measure (5) 

2 GenericMeasure(6) 
Good 3 GcncricMeasun(7) 

4 GcnericMcasrrn(8) 
POOr 5 GcncricMeasun(9) 

The method has &en -8cd thus fat in ctraft form for wen dimensions (or 
snkategorits) of dtep rccbnid howledge: PRA h e 1  1, PRA kvel2, plant strucnnes, plant 

systuns, plant compoflents, reactor physics and t h d  hydraulic. Ten ar twelve generic 
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mmsurcs apptartd to suffice for ten positions; however, it is anticipattd several m o ~ r  generic 
measures would be useful to cover twenty different plant positions. The study on deep technical 
knowledge provides a feasible m t  metbad. This method can be extended to some other 
apganizational factors. 

4. Tbe Work Pmcess Analysis Madel (WPAM) for Design Change Work procesS 
Work procesS Analysis Model (WPAM) w staadies the influence of Organitati~nal factors 

on safay through key workprootsses in nuclear power plant, 'Ihe purpose of WPAM is building 
the link between the existing PRA and the organizational factars though the work processes in 
n u c h  power plants. As we know, a large portion of the infomation-based decision processes 
at NPP organizations follows mutine flowpaths. Farmally, a work piocess is defined as a 

standardized sequence designed within the operational environment of an organbation to achieve 
a specific goal. operations, maintenance, engincuing (design change as one of it), and plant 
support work processes are most important safety related work processes in a NPP. 

The predictable name of the work processes suggests that a systcmaric analysis can be 

conducted to identifv the desirable characteristics of a given process and to develop performance 
measrrrts with respect to the strengths and weaknesses in the process. Furthermore, since work 
proccsscs are closely related to plant pcrf'cc, it is possible to conduct the analysis in such 
a way so as to facilitate the integration of organizational factors and PSA methodology. In order 

m addrcss these issues, the work process analysis model has been divided into two parts. WAM- 
I consists of a mostly qualitative analysis of a given work process. WAM-II, on tbe other hand, 
presents a mathematical algorithm fur the quantification and inaxpodon of organizational 
factors into PSA. 

4.1 The Mgn Change Work Recess 
The actual design oontrol and modification activities vary from plant to plant, but tbe key 

clemnts are similar. The d&gn change work process includes all dvit ics  associated with 
design control, the design, installation and testing of plant modifications. In om study, design 
change work process refers to the design control and modific8tion activities of a nuclear power 
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plant including (1) field change: procedures and 0th~ document modifications which do not alter 
plant function, or design bases; (2) minor modification: minor design change tidvities which 
involve simple changes or small scopes of work; and in which amccptual and p l h n i n q  
engincuing packages tire not rtquircd and fbmal cost estimatihg and &Sign alternative 
CoLlSidcfation arc not rtqujrtd; (3) design change: change other than above two. 

Design change work proctss activities of a nuclear power plant widely in the b e l  
of amplexity, swpc and mdti-~fganizatid d e w  rtquiremclt. 'Ibe &sign change work 
process typically invo1vcs five major steps: design change quest  Miation, review and scopt 
assessment, package gcnaation and approval, field implementation and documcnt close out 

(Starting h m  d v i n g  a design change request). 

4.2 WPAM-I Task Analysis and Organizationat Fador Ma* 
WAM-I consists of mainly qualitative analysis of a given work process. It proceeds by 

asking the following basic question: bow can unsafe attitudes or unsafe decisions made in the 
wofk processes defeat the defenses and barriers of the arganiZation and be translated into 
noticeable unsafe events of either hardware failures OT human crmrs? The fim step of WPAM-I 
is to conduct a task analysis. This analysis focuses on uudcxstanding the following three elements 
of the work processes under investigation: (1) Tasks that arc involved in the work proccss and 
the plant personnel involved in each task; (2) Actions involved in each task and their failure 
modes; (3) The defenses or barriers involved in each task and their failure modes. Task Analysis 

results a cross-reference table. Table 1 gives fxoss-xefemnce table for the design change work 
process. The second step of WPAM-I is to define the organizational factors matrix for the studied 
work process, which shows the Organitatonal factars that might *act the safe pcrfmmance of 
each task in the work process. The matrix is an asstssment of the importance of the role of 
organhtional factors in the overall quality and efficiency of the work process. The organizational 

factors matrix for the design change work ~ ~ O C C S S  is given in Table 2. 

4.3 Work procesS Analysis Model - IX for Design Change Work Process (WPAM-IIa) 
The goal of WPAM is to qualitatively include organizational factors into existing P U .  
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NEDO, station 
Operation (SO), 
NEs&L* Dept. 
Nudear Generating 
Site WGS) Des, 
Design Review 
Cammitfee (DRC), 
PMRC*+ 

PEP Review and NEDO, SO, PMRC, SDE, GSs, 
Approval =&LDept. DM, DRE, 

NGS Dept TSE, IRE 
Meetings of I SDE, DRES 

SDE, IRE inttgrattd Plant 

Modification 
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This can be achieved by eitbcr adding qpuhfional factors into an existing fault me, or 
modifying existing faUt tree entries. WAM use the latter. It is argued that the organizational 
factors are already in PRA kausc, first, human error analyses axe alrrady in PRA, and second, 
failrat data used in PRA'art plant specific with organicational factors afnady considcrtd For 

arpht ionaI  COiIlIMM cause f h i h s .  orgaaimiod hctmdcpeadcnt Mum 

this reason, our study is xuainiy focpsed on the -anal factar dependent failures and 
defined as 

the hardware Mum caused by organizatiod factors und those hmnan CITCKS which are also 
caused by o%anuatl 'onal factors but mot mered by existing haman umr mdy. Organitlltional 
factars common cause faiIm are defined as the failurts of two or mon annponents (either 

identical of not idenrid) caused by the same organitational factors. 

Typically, PSA results include a set of dominant accident sequences prcsentcd in logical 
combinatians of minimnl cut sets ( M a s ) ,  which smtain basic events, such as hardware failures, 
human emrrs. The first step of WPAM-]I is to define the adidate parameter groups (CFGs) for 
the studied work process. Second, the dominant accident scquencts are analyzed. Those minimal 
cut scts, wbose basiccvent parameters show strong organizational dependence, arc highlighted. 
men, the dependencies that arc innoduced by organizational factom (OFs) (pc evaluated by 
recalculating basic-cvent probabilities while accounting for the dependencies among the 
paramettrs that represent each basiccvent, and thus, tbe MCS frtquencies st rtassesd. 

43.1 Candidate Parameter Groups for Mgn Change Work procesS 
Different organizational factors play Wkrent roles in importance for different events, 

therefore a generic group of p~~ must be identifed to obtain the generic weights of 
Organimtional factors on these patamettrs. The carrdidate ParamtCr Grwps in the design change 
work process study arc defined 8s a group of generic paramttas of unsafe events, which arc 
associattd with design change work ~ ~ C C S &  and to which Eailurc modes in a minimat cut set are 

susceptible. A prtliminary lists of these parametas arc: 
(a) Failure due to hardware change @€IC), 
(b) Failure to return-tcmormal a€icr hardwant change (FRHC), 
(c) Failure to rctum-~normal after hardware modification (FRM), 
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(d) Testing pToctdrpts deficiency (TPD), 

(e) Whation procaduns deficiency (BD), 
(0 m g  pnxxduns deficiency (CPD), 
(8) Maintenance pcuhrcs  deficiency (MPD). 

This seven candidate pararaetcr p u p s  m ody preliminary. Further study is needed. For 
examplt, the "Failure due to hardwan change" is too big. It can split into genclic groups, such 
as: wrong mRtCfiB1, m n g  systtm interaction, etc. 

4.3.2 AHP Application in WPAMa-XI to Obtain Organizational Fadm Weights 
Tbe Analysis Hkmcby Process (AH€') Io is a decision theory. This thtory provides a 

method for multiple amibutcs to obtain pridties. AHP is used to obtain the organhliond factor 
weights for the candidate parameter p u p s .  Figure 1 is the hierarchy develop& for the design 
change work process. Our goal is to obtain the organizational facans' weights (or priorities) for 
each Candidate Parameter Group. Thenfore the first level of the hierarchy is Candidate 
Paramtter Groups and &e last level is o r g a n h i d  &$on. The prppose of the hierarchy is to 
find the rtlationship between Candidate Parameter Groups and organizational facton. The second 
level is the design change work process tasks &cause the fail= modes influenced by 
organizational factors arc d g  while performing these tasks. The third level is b e  plant 

personneLpositions involved in these tasks. "he iast level is Organizational factors, which 

inffuence the behavior of the personnel in the Organization mcturc. After the hierarchy is 
developed, experts are asked to assign the p M s e  comparison for the hierarchy. A computer 
code had been developed for the calculation of AHP. The final result is fisted in Table 3. 

The next step of WPAM-XI is using the organhtional factars raring of a plant and the 

weights obtained from the AHP process to m n  out the organizational factors influenced 
minimat cut sets and modify their probabilities, it.,quantitatively including &e organizational 
factors into PRA. This is still ongoing research for the design change wofk FSS. 

5. FutureWwk 
In the future, we will continue the work on the operational experience smdy and six 
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design change work prrxxss analysis. First, we will analyze each of a k g e  number of ASSET 
rtports in tams of the twenv organizational dimensions and identify those 04ganiZational 

dimasions which appear to play a significant role in !he opuating events chxen for detailed 

analysis by tbe ASSET tcams. We also examine other significant Operating C X @ ~ =  discussed 

in tbe ASSET reports. We look for patterm and CQIICMODS for each NPP station; wc also look 
far a mXation between thest dimensions and the management related recommendations made 

by the ASSET w. Based on this expuience in analysis of ASSET repas, we will suggest 

how the influence of organization and management could be made a part of roof mdysis, 
and the results thenof &ai over to other aaspaxs of the plant dif€crent from those for which 
the selected opaational events apply. 

Secund, on the WPAhf study, we will examine further the candidate parameter groups 
for the design change work process to obtain a cornpletc set of the paramew groups. Using these 

candidate parameter groups, the minimal cut sets will be screened to highlight thost minimal cut 

sets which arc influenced by organizational factors. The algorithm ne& to be finished to 

d c d a t e  the frequencies of the highlighted mininut cut sets, that is, achieve the ultimate goal 
of quantitatively including organizational factors into PRA. 
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APPENDIX B 

Erosion/Corrosion in Carbon Steel Piping 



PHENOMENOLOGICAL MODELING OF 
EROSlONlCORROSION IN PlPlNG SYSTEMS OF 

AGING POWER PLANTS 
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1. P rodern History and Relevance 

In dexxmbcr 1986, a pipe burst occumd in tbt US Nuclear power plant &my. This 

accident was dirediy MusrA by waU tbiming by loss of steel mmhats due to the comive  

effects of flowing water. Tbt lllttal loss WEIS fd to have axamul over aperid of nine years 

i>factuaIoperationtimc. I)esignsasseswmexceeded,andrupturcoftbtpipecasued. the 

cost of this accidtnt, iafhzding replacement of lost electric power generation was estimated to be 

about $50 W o n .  Other ~ ~ G W K @ C  faihuts w m  observed in €ossil-fuclcd power piants, 

showing the gemric nature and severity of the problem m the US ~IXS California power 

indumis. The pcrrrmtagc of total ltakage fhihrcs inpowwphnts is ghmiaFigure (I), where 

ieakage-typt failures caused by crosiodcomsion are shown to be quite sipll'rfiezm ( -22 96). 

Physical phcncmma associated with e r o s i o d m  arc compfex ard varied, and are 

Llot generally amnable to ssledmm 'c modeling. However, it is extnmtry important for plant 

operatun to access hmwledge on the & b h g  tates of piping compo-. Two levels of models 

are possible for the description of b# dependence of thiming rates on physical and operational 
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(2) Phenommo?ogical Models: 

which are bused on physical 

phcnomtna, althcnlgh not at tbe 

fundamental kvel. In such models, 

simplicity of the physical situation can 

be gabxi at thc expease of SacrECii 

complex details. These modtb can bc 

I I Pipe Leakage Causes 

I 
Figure 1 

Percentage of pipe leak failures 
in power plants and field data base, but will have a 

beaer chanct for extrapofation outside the range of available data. 

In order to avoid the high cost of crosion/corrosion related accidents, OIY= of the previous 

approaches would be nectssary to help in the systematic hpedon and evaluation of innllrerl 

wall thinninp. The following e r s  are identified to infhrtnce tbe corrosionletosion process: 

(1) piping mated, especially the Cr and MO coosent: h = Cr + Mo (96); (2) fluid velocity: w 

( d s ) ;  (3) piping geomttry: wirh a geomtry fhctor 4: ; (4) dissolved oxygen concexmtio~~ g 
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I .  

have developed explicit thiming rate equations [2,3]. Thtir amelation for the surfke erosion 

a, r, can be put m the following form: 

whm t is operating timc m hours, aad tk following wens 8m defined: 

B = -1O.Sf i -9 .375 x 1 0 " T 2  + 0.79T -132.5 
lV = -0.087Sh-1.275~ 1 0 ' 5 T 2 + 1 . 0 7 8 T - 2 . 1 5  f o r  0 S h I 0 . 5 %  
N = (- 1.29 x 1 0 - ' T 2  + 0.1 0 9 T  - 22.07)0.154c"~2L f o r  0.5 S h I 5 % 

f - 4  

f W =  c c j t J  
I -  0 

Tbr cooling water in power plants usuaUy emtams IK)PIY= corrosive compoms (c.g., 
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the liquid and co~cep~trat l  'on of ionic iron becomes unsaturated. Addition of oxygen therefore 

encourages iron to go to thc liquid ard accelcra&s corrosion. Other elemmts in the liquid (e.g., 

chloride) aDd those in the metal (e.g., chromnrm ) are also important. Tbci conm'brrcions vary 

case by case. If CO, is thc corrosive agent, thc dominant chcmicaI reaction will be: Fe + CO, 

2. Now Visualization 

Initial modeling of fluid flow was pcrfomcd with Algor CAD Fluid Flow System. It 

allows quick visualization of Various COmbi13ati013S of possible flow gwnetxy. For example, Fig. 

2 shows the constant u-velocity OoIltoUT plot of a 2-D flow through a sucicien expansion 
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3. Continutng Work 

Uadet dynamic &ticms, cofiosion will be enbamed by erosion. When flowing 

particles are not very arrg#ic, t h ~ p m i c l ~ ~  H y  rtmovf tht oxide layer between tk liquid 

ami the metal. Metal atoms must cross tk oxide layer in orckr for thc cbcmical reaction 

(conosion) to occur. Thinning of the oxide layer makes tk cormion process easier by 

shortening the d-ion distance. An oxide layer is usually f o d  on mtaI surf’ in a 

corrosive enyiToIIIIKIlt, aad the metal oxide layer is much weaker than d itself. When 

@acted by an energetic particle, m v d  of tfmt layer is easier tbat of tbt metal, and kace the 

erosion process is enhaaced by m s i o n .  When the flowing particles are very energetic, they 

can peneh-ate the oxide layer aod damage the metal directly. Tk first particle may only shatter 

tbe oxide layer and the metal. Subsequent particles will remove tbEse wbedded .fragments. 

ThEse processes cause severe weight Iosscs of the metal and tbt protective layer. 

Mingling of erosion and corrosion prousscs makes the ptoblem very difficuft to model. 

Attempts have been made to phenomtnologicalIy model tbe nosionumosion processes. Narcsan 

aad Liu [4J, and Awulsalam and Stanley [a facused on chtmical d o n  aspects, while Ne& 

aad Postlethwaitc [6-8] paid more attention to fhrid panrmS. Zeiscl and Dum [9] dtveloptd a 

hlativdy compIetc model. 

We pIan to &I  mas^ similar to tbt M1-h~ modct, wkrc corrosion 

processes are dtscn’bed by two miXing @om: ODt describing corrosion of bart metals [lo], 
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comlated through the protective layer. Th: flow field will be obtabzd by solthg Navicr-Smks 

cquation, which is solved using the Patank-Spalding IllllDcllcal s&mc 1131, as ia tbt widely 

used PHONEMCS code [14]. I)B&ent gcomttritS, elbow, T-section, expansiodcontraction 

segment, etc. will k Wed.  Sohxtions of all- cornpomrrts will k c u m b i i  to give a 

universal solution for any coqkx gcomctry. 

Mass transfer across tht layawill innuence fluid behavior through boundary 

conditions. In return, fluid behavior will determine mass transfer speed by changbg 

coEy=tILtTaton of conceraed elantnts in th baundary layer. By coupling tkse two, o ~ t  can solve 

for rtmovaVdeposition rates on mctaI anEacts of pipins systems. MUCIM Jesses wilt be used in 

strcss anaIysis formulation to dcttrmrnc iifitimcofpipingsystgns. 
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Figure 2. Constant ~OM velocity comporm! amtour plot. .* 
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Figw 3. Velocity vector plot. 
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Use Of Artificial Intelligence In Severe Accident Diagnosis For PWRs 

Zheng Wu, D. Okrcnt and W.EXastenberg 

Introduction 

Severe accident management has been recognized as essential dement to enhance 
nuclear power plant safety and large effort has been devoted on reIatcd issues [1.%3]. 
Silverman and Klopp used a neural ne two&-W expert system for the purpose of sevtre 
accident management [4]. The system was used to predict parameters importan! for the 
accident management during loss of coolant accidents (LOCA), e.g., the time avarlable to 
core support plate and reactor vessel failure and time remaining until rcco~ery actions were 
too late to prevent corc damage. Guano et al. have proposed an accident management 
advisor system (AMAS) as a decision aid for interpreting the instrument information and 
managing accident conditions in nuclear power plant [SI. The modified logical flowgraph 
methodology was used to interpret the instrument readings to dwive the plant parametas 
and the plant status was determined through the Baysian Belief Network (BBN). Recently, 
artificial neural networks have been used for the BWR ATWS transients panan recognition 
[Q. Core power, vessel pressure, number of open safety relief valves, and suppression 
pool temperature have k e n  chosen to define the four patterns for the training of the 
networks. The results show that the neural networks can successfully retrieve the patterns 
even with large random noise and partial loss of the input information. As indicated by the 
authors, this kind of m r  resistance might be useful in severe accident situations where the 
instrumentation may not be available because of the harsh environment. N e d  networks 
have also been used in many other areas of nuclear power plants, including transient 
diagnostics, sensor validation, plant-wide monitoring, check valve monitoring, vibration 
analysis [7]. In most of these applications, multi-layer, feed-forward backpropagation 
neural networks are used. A dynamic node architcchae scheme for neural network !raining 
was proposed by Basu and Bartlett to optimize the neural network structure [g]. For a three 
layer backpropagation neural network, while the neuron number of input and output layer 
is usually determined by the diagnostic problem, the number of neurons for the hidden 
layer is added or deleted dynamically during the txaining until the optimal criteria am met 
with a certain number of hidden neurons. Neural networks with schemes other than 
backpropagation have also been applied to fault diagnosis. Spccht's probabilistic neural 
networks [9] were modified and used to integrate with influence diagrams for power plant 
monitoring and diagnostics [lo]. Marseguerra and Zio proposed a stochastic neural 
network (bo1tzman.n machine) and used it to diagnose a pipe break in a simulated auxiliary 
feedwater system [I 11. . 

It is important for the personnel in charge of accident management during the 
accident to understand the status of the power plant and the progression a n d  of the 
accident in order to evaluate and implement effective prevention or mitigation strategies. 
While there are lots of efforts on diagnostic systems for accidents before core damage 
[12,13,14], thm is a general lack of diagnosis methodologies for severe accidents where 
the con would undergo severe damage and accidents might progress beyond vessel breach. 

The objective of the proposed work is to build a diagnostic expert system which 
would monitor the progression of the severe accident and provide necessary plant szatus 
information to assist the plant staff in accident management during the accident Station 
blackout type accident would be used as the case study. The current phase of research 
focus is on distinguishing different primary system failure modes and following the 
accident W e n t  before and up to vcssel bnach. 
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Station Blackout Accident 

One of the majar type of accidents is Station Blackout, which contributes relatively 
@e risk to nuclear power plant uperation and might progress to the stage of severe core 
damage OT funher. Station Blackout is the situation when both &site and onsite AC power 
arc unavailable. During these accidents, t h m  art various primary systcm failure modes, 
including reactof coolant pump (Re) seal failure, power operatcd relief valve (PORV) 
stuck open OT safety relief valve (SRV) stuck open, tcmpcratme-induced hot leg/~urge line 
failnrc (ri/s Failure), temperature-induced stcam gentrator tube m p t ~ r t  (ISGm), and 
VCSSC~ bhcach (VB). At the start of the accident, thm is loss of RCP seal -ling because 
of loss of AC power. Large OT small sed f&r-cs might &vdop and =use the IOSS of 
reactor coolant syssem (RCS) inventary. There also might be pnmary system inventory 
loss through the PORVs or SRVs cycling. With the uncovcry of the am, the PORVs or 
SRVs would operate at much higher ttmptratufe than the narmal COIlciitioIl and might fail to 
reclose during one of the cycles. ISGTR, creep rupture of hot leg/surge line might also 
happen if the system is exposed to superheated steam and hydrogen due to natural 
circlrlation over a period of time under high diffemtial pnssrac. If any of these occurs, the 
RCS might be depressurized and the vtssel might fail at intcmcdiate ar low pressure, and 
hence a high pressure melt injection (HPME), which may cause containment failure by 
direct beating, would be unlikely to happen. If none of these happens, the VB will 
probably occur at high pressure and direct conwinmcnt heating might happen, After vessel 
breach, the accident will continue to progress and the COntainmfllt might be endangered and 
fail, if it is not already failed at v;3. 

Rlimkwy analysis indicates that primary system pressure undergoes more or less 
distinct dynamic responses with yarious failure modes during station blackout 13,151. After 
the initial transient period, thm is a decrease of the primary system prtssure because of 
energy transfer to &e secondary system before the dryout of stcam gcnaazors and possible 
energy loss through the primary system opening (eg. RCP seal leaking). Afta the dryout 
of the steam generators, the primary system pressure will increase to the PORV setpoint 
when the PORVs start cycling. Tht prirna~~ system pressure will fluctuate accordingly. For 
the case of large RCP seal failure, the pressure drop might be so large that it will no longer 
go up to the PORV setpoin~ Depending on different failure modes, there might be 
a different primary system pressure history. In a t i o n ,  the= arc other sensor readings 
which could bc used to distinguish different failure modes [16]. For example, when 
ISGTR occurs, the pressure, temperature, and radiation lwd of the secondary side of the 
steam generator will n o m y  increase. In summary, the combination of the primary 
system pressure history and other instrumentation indications could be used to diagnose 
various primary system Mure modes during station blackout accidents. 

Methodology 

There arc basically two fundamental problems for the diagnostic task, is., 
detection of a failure and identification of the failure. The detection process would uncover 
a possible primary system failure from abnormat sensor readings and the identification 
process would deteImine which failure actually occurs h m  the time series of !be signals. It 
is important to distinguish these two steps of the diagnosis because it usually takes more 
data to idmrifv what exactly happens after the dewtion. In our case, it is mtha easy and 
quick to tell that the r t ~ ~ c t o ~  vessel has been breached OT hot leg/surge line fails from the 
sudden large dtrrease of the p h q  system pressure, whawis it is not so easy to see right 
away what happens for some other failures. For the case of PORV Stuck Open, the failure 
could not €IC detccttd for some sustained period of time until the sensor readings show 
substantial abnormality. The same situation applies to ISGTR without radiation =ding of 
the scconchy side of steam generators. Large unCtrtaintitS have to be considertd during 
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tbe accident progression. First, there is uncertainty regarding which failure occurs. For 
example, duIing a station blackout d e n t ,  the auxiliary feedwata systun may either be in 
operation or fail at the initiation of the d e n t ,  Af'tcr u n m v q  of the top of the active fuel, 
there might be failure of sttam genesator tubes, failure of the hot leg/sur&e h e ,  or a stuck 
open power operated dief valve. Second, there is uncertainty regarding when the failure 
OCCUCS. The timing of each possible failun is hard to dettsmine. It is not p s i b l e  to specify 
exactly when the power operated relief valve would be stuck open under abnormal 
operation conditions. Third, thcre is uncertainty regarding sevtrity of the failure. For 
example, the size of the reactor coolant pump seal leak is not known and one is unable to 
determine this beforehand. And fourth, there is uncertainty regarding whetbu Mer 
failunsoccur.Th~mightbtmultipltfailuresdtaingthcaccidentprogrwsioh 

The proposed frztmework for the diagnosis is a combination of an expert system 
and artificial neural networks. The de-based expert system is used for the basic plant 
o v d  monitoring and diagnosis. Specific neural networks will be initiated by the expert 
systcm to determine the patterns of special events during the accident progression. The 
diagnosis expert system will be used to distinguish different failures, ScYQiry of the failure 
and further failures based on the available instrumentation reading. 

The expert system will be used to monitor the progression from the start of the 
accidents. The initial accident conditions and major change of plant status will be rccorded 
and displayed. This system will also determine, on detecting some sensor reading change 
suggesting potential failures, when tbe diagnostic neural networks should be initiated for 
failure detection and identifcation. The diagnostic results fiom ne& networks will be 
cornpard, if possible, with the results from the expat system The diffcruice between the 
actual sensorrtading during the accidcm and t h e w  simulation will k shown in d e r  
to justify the use of ne& networks and H e  large uncutainty. h W  simulation 
codes could generate the primary system pressure history and other indications, e.g., 
secondary side pressure and tempcramre, containment tempcram and prtssun,radiation 
levels. The results will also provide bounding values and timing information of the failures. 
Thus, MAAP run results will be used to gain qualitative, semiqualitative, and quantitative 
instrument reading change patterns to form the knowledge bast of the expat system. Other 
scientifk knowledge and engineering judgment will also be incorporated into the 
knowledge base. 

The transient data from MAAP runs can be used to vain the n d  networks to 
distinguish various failure patterns. Since the timing of the failure is uncatain, the results 
of use of neural networks for diagnosis purpose must k: treated cautiously since the neural 
network training highly depends on the scenarios, even though the neural networks retain 
some capability of resistance to signal noise. The training of the neural networks needs to 
be studied in view of several uncertainties, including variability in initial conditions (timing, 
size of leak, etc.), differences between MAAP and actual performance, changing 
configuration after initiation of MAAP, misleading sensor signals, etc. These and other 
considerations will be examined in order to use the neural networks to best advantage. 
These multiple sub scenario conditions suggest that for each principal M o ,  it will be 
useful to have a few MAAP nms appropriately seIected. 

Two back propagation neural networks rn designed for diagnostic purpose. One is 
far detection of possible primary system fiiihrc (Detection Neural Netwark) and the other 
is for failure identification (Identification Neural Network). "&e data to be used for the 
training is tested progre~~ively to maximhe the best possible results. The data used for 
neural network training will be hnastd h e  step by time step into the accident until the 
test mula would not bc bemr. After the detemination of that training data which is shown 
to be effective, the two neural netwMcs are constructed and test& 
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RESULTS 

Dr. Dave Dion of PG&E has conducted a large number of MAN simulations for 
scarion blackout accident scenarios. These results wefc used as the fim effm to formulate 
the methodology or ways of diagnosis of the primary system failures before vessel breach 
dlJiLg -on blackout conditions. Other simulation runs might be needed after the analysis 
of thtse results. The plant condition before the accidents is assumed to be at the normdl full 
power operation. ”he station blackout cases include cases when the a d h y  fixdwater 
System ( W S )  is assumed to be available or unavailable at the start of the accident. For 
&e Small reactor coolant (RB) pump s d  leak, f\ntherpiimary fait\rres arcassumed to be 
possible befort vessel breach. 

Five out of thirty six accident scenarios are chosen to be the reference data, 
rtpresenthg Vessel Breach, ISGTR (1 tube), ISGTR (10 tubes), Hot LWSurge Line 
Failure, PORV Stuck Open cases respectively. Sensor readings of primary system 
pnssurt, steam generator pressure, Steam generator temperature, COntaInmcnt pressure, 
and containment temperature were used for diagnosis. Figurc 1 shows the basic structure 
of the diagnostic neural networks. It is a three-layer, feed-forward, backpropagation neural 
network. The MAAP data is used to aain the neural netwoIjcs which E then tested against 
all the other scenarios. To some extent, this would guarantee the generality of the neural 
netwurks to detect and identify the faults under various conditions. 

To evaluate the data adequacy for diagnosis and detnmine the data for neural 
network training for fdurc detecting and identiftcation, Paining data was taken from the 
stast of the failure and was progressively increased (evcry 20 second step). The input 
neurons arc determined according to the amount of data fur training. There arc two output 
neurons. 

Fourteen groups of data (3x20s, 4x20s, 5x20s. 6x20s. 7x20~~ 8x20s. 9x20s, 
1Ox2Os, 13x20s, 14x20s, 15x20s, 16x20s, 17x20s. and 20x20s) from AS1 (Vessel 
Breach), AS2a (ISGTR), ASZb(ISG7’R). AS3a().L/S Failure), AS4aO)ORV Failure) were 
used for the training. Sensor data is normalized between 0.0 and 1.0. For the network 
recall process, any data less than 0.25 is treated as 0, any data above 0.75 is  treated as 1.0, 
any data between 0.25 and 0.5 is treated as likely 0, any data between 0.5 and 0.75 is 
tmted as likely 1. The mapping scheme used for tesring is &own in table 1. 

Table 2 to Table 5 show the test results. Case 1 is the A F W S  initially working and 
no RCP Seal Failure case. Case 2 is the AFWS inirially working with R B  Seal Failure 
case. Case 3 is the AFWS initially Non-working and no RCP Seal Failure case. Case 4 is 
the A F W S  initially Non-working with RCP Seal Failurc case. 

With the increasing of the data into the accident, the neural networks recall ability 
cunverges to a certain level where test results arc no longer improved with more data. From 
the results, the converged time data for VB and Hot Lcg/Surge Line is 3x20s. The 
Converged time data for ISGTR and PORV Stuck Open is 15x20s. 

Finally, the Detection N e d  Networks and Identification Neural Network were 
consnucted. For each of these two neural networks, there are 80 input neurons 
representing 15 time step of data of 20 second each There are three output neurons with 
following mapping scheme shown in table 6. 
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Tat,= 1 Output mapping schane for testing for data evaluation 

Table 2 Test results for vessel breach identification 

Table 3 Test mdts for hot l@surge lint identification 

Table 4 Test results for XSGTR identification 

mice3 I + + I  + I 1 + 1 + 1 + 1 + t + 1  + 
case2 
-I-- . _  I 1 I I 1 - 1 -  t ca5d I + + I + + I + + I + + I  + I + I + I + I + I + I + I + i  
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Table 5 'Jest results for PORV Stuck Open identification 

+ + + +  
1 ++ ++ 
Ne 

Table 6 Output mapping scheme for Detection and Identification N d  Nc~w* *g 

The tmkbg samples included data of no failure case. The training data for Vessel 
Breach and WS Failure ranged from 3x20s to 8x20s into the accident rtsptCtively. The 
training data for ISGTR and PORV Stuck Open ranged from 10x20s to 15x20s. Since the 
number of input neurons is k e d  at 80 or 15 s h e  steps of 20 seconds, most training data 
also covers a portion of the no failure case. Figure 2.1 and Figure 2.2 show the 
convergence of the training of the neura! networks. The netwarks IVC tested using test data. 
VB and H / S  Failure can be detected 20 seconds into the accident and identified 30 secands 
into the accidents which would be confirmed for severat more time steps. The ISGTR and 
PORV Stuck Open accidents can be detected 160 seconds into the accident and be identified 
180 seconds into the accidents. Test of no failure cases was successful. When 30% of 
random noise was added to the training data, the Detection NeuraI Network can still 
cona ly  detect various failure. Vessel Breach or WS Failure can be comcdy iden@ied by 
Identifcation Neural Network with 25% random noise added to the training data. PORV 
Stuck Open and ISGTR can be comctly identified with 10% m d o m  noise. 

The Detection Neural Network and Identification Neural Network ~ v t  initiated 
during the cycling of the PORV period and long before the start of p&nary system failure. 
Every 20 seconds, a new time step data could be fed in and the oldest time step data 
thrown out. lf the situation is classified as No Failure bv the Detection Neural Network. the 
process would continue. If some failure is detected by the Detection Neural Network, 
Identification N e d  Network would be initiated to identify which failure occur. Further 
data input would be used for diagnosis confinnation. 

SUMMARY 

Neural network techniques have been successfully used to detect and identify 
primary system failure during station blackout. Among the things accomplished, the use of 
neural networks to evaluate data adequacy and sufficiency is a novel application of such 
technique. The same technique will be used to construct neural networks for RCP Seal 
Failure cases. Multiple failure cases, e.g., vessel breach after ISGTR, will also be 
c o n s i d d  The diagnosis of ISGTR would be more effective if steam generator radiation 
level can be used in the neural nerworks. Even though we give a scale for some sort of 
uncertainty assessment, a more thorough uncertainty analysis would be desirable, if 
possible. Expert systems construction and the combination of the neural networks with 
such systems are tbe remaining tasks. 
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Use Of Artificial Intelligence In 
Severe Accident Diagnosis For PWRs 

Zheng Wu and D. Okrent 

Introduction 

Severe accident management has been recognized as an essential element to enhance nuclear 
power plant safety, and a large effort has been devoted on related issues [1,2,3]. Silverman and 
Klopp used a neural network-based expert system for the purpose of severe accident management 
[4]. The system was used to predict parameters important for accident management during loss of 
coolant accidents (LOCA), t.g., the time available to con support plate and reactor vessel failure 
and time remaining until recovery actions were too late to prevent con damage. Guam, et al. have 
~oposcd an accident management advisor system (AMAS) as a decision aid for interpreting the 
instrument infomation and managing accident conditions in  a nuclear power plant [SI. The 
modified logical flowgraph methodology was used to interpret the instrument readings to derive the 
plant parameters, and the plant status was determined through the Baysian Belief Network (BBN). 
Recently, artificial neural networks have been used for the BWR ATWS transients pattern 
recognition [6]. Core power, vessel pressure, number of open safety relief valves, and 
suppression pool temperature have been chosen to define the four patterns for the training of the 
networks. The results show that the neural networks can successfully retrieve the patterns even 
with large random noise and panial loss of the input information. As indicated by the authors, this 
kind of error resistance might be useful in severe accident situations where the instrumentation may 
not be available because of the harsh environment. Neural networks have also been used in many 
other areas of nuclear power plants, including transient diagnostics, Sensor validation, plant-wide 
monitoring, check vahe monitoring, vibration analysis (71. In most of these applications, multi- 
layer, feed-forward backpropagation neural networks are used. A dynamic node architecture 
scheme for neural network training was proposed by Basu and Bartlett to optimize the neural 
network structure [8]. For a three layer backpropagation neural network, while the neuron number 
of input and output layers is usually determined by the diagnostic problem, the number of neurons 
for the hidden layer is added or deleted dynamicdly during the training until the optimal criteria are 
met with a certain number of hidden neurons. Neural networks with schemes other than 
backpropagation have also been applied to fault diagnosis. Specht's probabilistic neural networks 
[9J were modified and used to integrate with influence diagrams for power plant monitoring and 
diagnostics [lo]. Marseguerra and Zio proposed a stochastic neural network (boltzmann machine) 
and used it to diagnose a pipe break in a simulated auxiliary feedwater system [ 11). 

It is important for the personnel in charge of accident management during the accident to 
understand the status of the power plant and the progression trend of the accident in order to 
evaluate and implement effective prevention or mitigation strategies. While there are lots of efforts 
on diagnostic systems for accidents before core damage [12,13,14], there is a general lack of 
diagnosis methodologies for severe accidents where the core would undergo severe damage and 
accidents might progress beyond vessel breach. 

The objective of the proposed work is to build a prototype severe accident diagnostic system. 
which would monitor the progression of the severe accident and provide necessary plant status 
information to assist the plant staff in accident management during the accident. The station 
blackout type accident would k used as the case study. The cumnt phase of research focus is on 
distinguishing differtnt primary system failure modes and following the accident transient before 
and up to vessel breach. 



Station Blackout Accident 

One of the major type of accidents is Station Blackout, which contributes relatively large risk 
to nuclear power plant operation and might progress to the stage of severe core damage or further. 
Station Blackout is the situation when both offsite and onsite AC power are unavailable. During 
these accidents, there are various primary system failure modes, including reactor coolant pump 
(RCP) seal failure, power operated relief valve (PORV) stuck open or safety relief valve (SRV) 
stuck open, temperature-induced hot leg/surge line failure (H/S Failure), temperature-induced 
steam generator tube rupture (ISGTR), and vessel breach (VB). At the start of the accident, there is 
loss of RCP seal cooling because of loss of AC power. Large or small seal failures might develop 
and cause the loss of reactor coolant system (RCS) inventory. There also might be primary system 
inventory loss through the PORVs or SRVs cycling. With the uncovery of the core, the PORVs or 
SRVs would operate at a much higher temperature than the normal condition and might fail to 
reclose during one of the cycles. ISGTR or creep rupture of hot ledsurge line might also happen if 
the system is exposed to superheated steam and hydrogen due to natural circulation over a period 
of time under high differential pressure. If any of these occurs, the RCS might be depressurized 
and the vessel might fail at intennediate or low pressure, and hence a high pressure melt injection 
(HPME), which may cause Containment failure by direct heating, would be unlikely to happen. If 
none of these happens, the VB will probabIy occur at high pressure and direct containment heating 
might happen. After vessel breach, the accident will continue to progress and the containment 
might be endangered and fail, if it is not already failed at VB. 

Preliminary analysis indicates that primary system pressure undergoes more or less distinct 
dynamic responses with various failure modes during station blackout [3,15]. After the initial 
transient period, there is a decrease of the primary system pressure because of energy transfer to 
the secondary system before the dryout of steam generators and possibIe energy loss through the 
primary system opening (e.g. RCP seal leaking). After the dryout of the steam generators, the 
primary system pressure will increase to the PORV setpoint when the PORVs start cycling. The 
primary system pressure will fluctuate accordingly. For the case of large RCP seal failure, the 
pressure drop might be so large that it will no longer go up to the PORV setpoint. Depending on 
different primary failure modes, there might be a different primary system pressure history. In 
addition, there are other sensor readings which could be used to distinguish different failure modes 
[16]. For example, when ISGTR occurs, the pressure, temperature, and radiation level of the 
secondary side of the steam generator will normally increase. In summary, the combination of the 
primary system pressure history and other instrumentation indications could be used to diagnose 
various primary system failure modes during station blackout accidents. 

Methodology 

There are basically two fundamental problems for the diagnostic task, Le., detection of a 
failure and identification of the failure. The detection process would uncover a possible primary 
system failure from abnonnal sensor readings and the identification process would determine 
which failure actually occurs from the time series of the signals. It is important to distinguish these 
two steps of the diagnosis because it usually takes more data to identify what exactly happens after 

. the detection. In our case, it is rather easy and quick to tell that the reactor vessel has been breached 
or hot ledsurge line fails from the sudden large decrease of the primary system pressure, whereas 
it is not so easy to see right away what happens for some other failures. For the case of PORV 
Stuck Open, the failure could not be detected for some sustained period of time until the sensor 
readings show substantial abnormality, The same situation applies to ISGTR without radiation 
reading of the secondary side of steam generators. Large uncertainties have to be considered during 
the accident prognssion. First, there is uncertainty regarding which failure occurs. For example, 
during a station blackout accident, the auxiliary feedwater system may either be in operation or fail 
at the initiation of the accident. After uncovery of the top of the active fuel, there might be failure of 
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steam generator tubes, failure of the hot Ieg/surge line, or a stuck open power operated relief valve. 
Second, then is uncertainty regarding when the failure occurs. The timing of each possible failure 
is hard to determine. It is not possible to specify exactly when the power operated relief valve 
woufd be stuck open under abnormal operation conditions. Third, there is uncertainty regarding 
seventy of the failure. For example, the size of the rtactar coolant pump seal leak is not known and 
one is unable to determine this beforehand. And fourth, there is uncertainty regarding whether 
further failures occur. There might be multiple faiiuns during the accident progression. 

The framework for the diagnosis is a combination of an expert system and artificial neural 
networks. The rule-based expert system is used for the basic plant overall monitoring and 
diagnosis. Specific neural networks initiated by the expert system to determine the patterns of 
special events during the accident progression. This severe accident diagnosis system will be used 
to distinguish different failures, seventy of the failure and further failures based on the available 
instrumentation reading. 

The expert system will be used to monitor the pmpssion from the start of the accidents. The 
initial accident conditions and major change of plant status will be recorded and displayed. This 
system will also &tennine, on detecting some sensor reading change suggesting potential failures, 
when the diagnostic neural networks should be initiated for failure detection and identification. The 
diagnostic results from neural networks will be compared, if possible, with the results from the 
expert system. The difference between the actual sensor reading during the accidents and the 
M A N  simulation will be shown in order to justify the use of neural networks and accommodate 
large uncertainty. MAAP simulation codes could generate the primary system pressure history and 
other indications, e.g., secondary side pressure and temperature, containment temperature and 
pressure, radiation levels. The results will also provide bounding values and timing infomation of 
the failures. Thus, MAAP run results will be used to gain qualitative, semi-qualitative, and 
quantitative instrument reading change patterns to form the knowledge base of the expert system. 
Other scientific knowledge and engineering judgment will also be incorporated into the knowledge 
base. 

The transient data from MAAP runs can be used to train the neural networks to distinguish 
various failure patterns. Since the timing of the failure is uncertain, the results of use of neural 
networks for diagnosis purposes must be ueated cautiously since the neural network training 
highly depends on the scenarios, even though the neural networks retain some capability of 
resistance to signal noise. The training of the neural networks needs to be studied in view of 
several uncertainties, including variability in initial conditions (timing, size of leak, etc.), 
differences between MAAP and actual performance, changing configuration after initiation of 
MAAP, misleading sensor signals, etc. These and other considerations will be examined in order 
to use the neural networks to best advantage. These multiple sub scenario conditions suggest that 
for each principal scenario, it will be useful to have a few MAAP runs appropriately selected. 

Two back propagation neural networks are designed for diagnostic purposes. One is for 
detection of possible primary system failure (Jktection Neural Network) and the other is for failure 
identification (Identification Neural Network). The data to be used for the training is tested 
progressively to maximize the best possible results. The data used for neural network mining will 
be increased time step by time step into the accident until the test results do not improve. After the 
determination of that training data which is shown IO be effective, the two neural networks can be 
constructed and tested. 

MAAP Simulation 

M A P  simulation runs have been conducted by Dr. Dave Dion of PG&E for the following 
thirty six (36) accident scenarios (ASS). These results were used as the first effort to fornulate the 
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methodology or ways of diagnosis of the primary system failures before vessel breach during 
station blackout conditions. Other simulation runs might be needed to implement the prototype 
diagnostic system. 

The plant condition before the accidents is assumed to be at the nonnal full power operation. 
For the station blackout cases AS1 to ASS, the auxiliary feedwater system (AFWS) is assumed to 
be available at the start of the accident. The AFWS will be in operation for four hours before the 
station battery is depleted. For the station blackout cases AS9 to AS16, the auxiliary feedwater 
system (AFWS)  is assumed to be unavailable at the start of the accident. For small reactor coolant 
(RCP) pump seal leak, further primary failures are possible before vessel breach. 

I. AS 1 : SBO(1) - AFWS FAILS - SGS DRYOUT - WAF - VB - AP 

This is the base case when the AFWS is initially available. After four hours, the AFWS 
would unavailable and the steam generators would start drying out. At the same time, the primary 
system would start boiloff through the cycling of the pressurizer power operated relief valves and 
safety relief valves. The loss of primary coolant would uncover the core, The core would then be 
oxidized, damaged, and relocated. The vessel would eventually fail due to the thermal attack of the 
relocated melting core. No other primary system failure is assumed before vessel breach. The 
accident would continue to progress after vessel breach. The simulation results for this case would 
provide the timing of the events, system pressure and temperatun history, etc. 

2. AS2a: SBO(1) - AFWS FAILS - SGs DRYOUT - UTAF - ISGTR (1 tube ruptured at t) - VB - AP 
3. AS2b: SBO(1) - A F W S  FAILS - SGs DRYOUT - UTAF - ISGTR (IO tubes ruptured at t) - VB - AP 
4. AS2c: SBO(1) - AFWS FAILS - SGs DRYOUT - UTAF - ISGTR (1 tube niptured at 1’) - VB - AP 

For the cases ASZa,ASZb,and AS2c, the AFWS is assumed to be available for four hours. 
After core uncovery, the steam generator tubes would be exposed to high temperature gases under 
high pressure due to natural circulation. Temperature-induced steam generator tube rupture is 
assumed before vessel breach. 

The number of ruptured tubes is uncertain under accident conditions and the number of one 
or ten is assumed. The results of these two simulations would be compared. The pressure and 
temperature change of the secondary side of the steam generator might be too slight to be 
noticeable. 

The timing of the SGTR is uncertain. It is important to know the implication of failure at 
different times. Steam generator tube rupture at time t and t’ is assumed. Simulation results would 
be compared to see if the change of system parameters would follow similar patterns. 

For the purpose of diagnosis, the use of secondary side steam line radiation alarms would 
warrant the identification of the SGTR. Still, the simulation run results would help finding other 
indications for diagnosis. 

5. AS3a: SBO(1) - AFWS FAILS - SGs DRYOUT - UTAF - H/S FAILURE (at I)- VB - AP 
6. AS3b: SBO(1) - AFWS FAILS - SGs DRYOUT - WAF - H / S  FAILURE (at 19- VB - AP - 

For the cases AS3a and AS3b, the AFWS is assumed DO be available for four hours. After 
core uncovery, the hot leg and surge line would be exposed to high temperature gases under high 
pressure due to natural circulation and release of gases through the pressurizer PORVs or SRVs. 
Temperature-induced hot leg or surge line failure is assumed before vessel breach. 

The timing of the H / S  failure is uncertain. Time t and t’ is assumed as the WS failure time. 
Simulation results would be compared to see if the change of system parameters would follow 
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7. AS4a: SBO(1) - A F W S  FAILS - SGs DRYOUT - WAF - PORV/SRV STUCK OPEN (at 1)- VB- AP 
8. AS4b: SBO(1) - AFWS FAILS - SGs DRYOUT - WAF - PORVlSRV STUCK OPEN (at 1’)- VB-AP 

For the cases AS4a and AS4b, the AFWS is assumed to be available for four hours. After 
core uncovery, the PORVs and SRVs would &e operated at above normal conditions. PORV or 
SRV Stuck Open is assumed before vessel breach. 

The timing of the PORV/SRV Stuck Open is uncertain. Time t and t’ is assumed as the failure 
time. Simulation results would be compared to see if the change of system parameters would 
follow similar patterns. 

I 

9. ASS& SBO(1) - RCP SEAL FAILS (PSL) - AFWS FAILS - WAF - VB- AP 
IO. ASSb: SBO(1) - RCP SEAL FAILS (PSLA) - AFWS FAILS - WAF - VB- AP 
1 1. ASSC: SBO(1) - RCP SEAL FAILS (PSLB) - AFWS FAILS - WAF - VB- AP 
12. ASSd: SBO(1) - RCP SEAL FAlLS (PSLB) - AFWS FAaS - WAF - VB- AP 

For the cases ASSa, ASSb, ASSc, and ASSd, the AFWS is assumed to be available for four 
hours. Since there is no cooling for the reactor coolant ump (RCP) seals from the start of the 
accident, RCP Seal Failure is assumed. According to E) e PP IPE, four modes of seal failure are 
assumed, i.e., PSL, PSLA, PSLB, AND PSLC. All the failure modes have an initial leak size of 
21 gpm per RCP. PSL would be keep the same leak size during the accident progression. PSLA 
and PSLB would develop to 250 and 480 gpm/RCP respectively after one and half hours. PSLC 
would develop to 155 gpm/RCP after two and half hours. PSLA is the most probable mode and 
PSLB is the least. Simulation results would be compared to see if these modes are distinguishable. 

13. AS6a: SBO(1)-RCP SEAL FAILS(PSL)-AFWS FAILS-WAF-ISGTR (1 tube ruptured at t>VB- AP 
14. AS6b: SBO(1)-RCP SEAL FAU(PSL)-AFWS FAILS-WAF-ISGTR (1 tube ruptured at t’)-VB-AP 

For the cases AS6a and AS6b, the AFWS is assumed to be available for four hours. RCP 
seal failure of PSI, mode is assumed. Since the seal leak is small, the primary pressure drop is 
small. After core uncovery and before vessel breach, temperature-induced steam generator tube 
rupture is assumed. One tube is assumed to be ruptured. Since the tube rupture timing is uncertain, 
the rupture is assumed at t and t’. 

15. AS7a: SBO(1) - RCP SEAL FAILS (PSL) - AFWS FAILS WAF- H/S FAILURE (at 1) - VB - Ap 
16. AS7b: SBO(1) - RCP SEAL FAILS (PSL) - AFWS FAILS - UTAF- H/S FAILURE (at 19 - VB -AP 

For the cases AS7a and AS7b, the AFWS is assumed to be available for four hours. RCP 
seal failure of PSL mode is assumed. Temperature-induced hot leg OT surge line failure is assumed. 
The failure timing is uncertain and is assumed at t and t’. 

17. AS8a SBO(1) - RCP SEALFAW (PSL) - AFWS FAILS - UT’AF- PORVBRV SNCK OPEN (at t)-VB-AP 
18. AS8b: S B q I ) .  RCP SEAL FAXU (PSL) - AFWS FAILS - WAF -PORV/SRV STUCK OPEN (at ~‘)-VB-AP 

For the cases AS8a and AS& the AFWS is assumed to be available for four hours. RCP 
seal failure of PSL mode is assumed. After core uncovery, PORV or SRV Stuck Open before 
vessel breach is assumed. The failure timing is uncertain and is assumed at t and 1’. 

19. AS9: SBO(2) - SGS DRYOUT - WAF - VB - AP 



This is the base case when the AFWS is initially not available. The steam generators would 
start drying out. At the same time, the primary system would start boiloff through the cycling of 
the pressurizer power operated relief valves and safety relief valves. The loss of primaxy coolant 
would uncover the core. The core would then be oxidized, damaged, and relocated. The vessel 
would eventually fail due to the thermal attack of the rehated melting core. No other primary 
system failure is assumed before vessel breach. The accident would continue to progress after 
vessel breach. The simulation results for this case would provide the timing of the events, system 
pressure and temperature history, ttc. 

20. ASlOa: SBO(2) - SGs DRYOUT - UTAF - ISGTR (I tube ruptured at t )  - VB - AP 
21. AS lob: SBO(2) - SGs DRYOUT - UTAF - ISGTR (IO tubes ruptured at 1) - VB - AP 
22. ASlOc: SBO(2) - SGS DRYOUT - UTAF - ISGTR (I tube ruptured at 1') - VB - AP 

For the cases ASlOa,ASlOb,and ASlOc, the AFWS is assumed to be unavailable from the 
start of the accident, Temperature-induced steam generator tube rupture is assumed before vessel 
breach. The number of ruptund tubes is uncertain under accident conditions and the number of one 
or ten is assumed. The timing of the SGTR is uncertain. Steam generator tube rupture at time t and 
t' is assumed. 

23. AS 1 la: SBO(2) - SGs DRYOUT - WAF - WS FAILURE (at t) - VB - AP 
24. AS 1 1 b: SBO(2) - SGs DRYOUT - UTAF - H / S  FAILURE (at 1') - VB - AP 

For the cases AS 1 1 a and AS 1 1 b, the AFWS is assumed to be unavailabIe from the start of 
the accident. Temperature-induced hot leg or surge line failure is assumed before vessel breach. 
The timing of the H / S  failure is uncertain. Time t and t' is assumed as the H / S  failure time. 

25. AS12a: SBO(2) - SGs DRYOUT - UTAF - PORV/SRV STUCK OPEN (at t) -VB - AP 
26. AS12b: SBO(2) - SGs DRYOUT - WAF - PORV/SRV STUCK OPEN (ai t') - VB - AP 

For the cases AS12a and AS12b, the AFWS is assumed to be unavailable from the start of 
the accident. PORV or SRV Stuck Open is assumed before vessel breach. The timing of the 
PORV/SRV Stuck Open is uncertain.Time t and t' is assumed as the failure time. 

27. AS 13a: SBO(2) - RCP SEAL FATLS (PSL) - UTAF - VB- AP 
28. AS 13b: SBO(2) - RCP SEAL FAILS (PSLA) - UTAF - VB- AP 
29. AS 1 3 ~ :  SBO(2) - RCP SEAL FAILS (PSLB) - WAF - VB- AP 
30. AS 13d: SBO(2) - RCP SEAL FAILS (PSLB) - WAF - VB- AP 

For the cases AS13a, AS13b, AS13c, and AS13d, the AFWS is assumed to be unavailable 
from the start of the accident. RCP Seal Failure of different modes is assumed. 

31. AS 14a: SBO(2) - RCP SEAL FAILS(PSL) - UTAF - ISGTR (1 tube ruptured at t) - VB - AP 
32. AS 14b: SBO(2 )- RCP SEAL FAILS(PSL) - UTAF - ISGTR (I tube ruptured at t') - VB - AP 

For the cases AS14a and AS14b, the AFWS is assumed to be unavailable from the start of 
the accident. RCP seal failure of PSL mode is assumed. After core uncovery and before vessel 
breach, temperature-induced steam generator tube rupture is assumed. One tube is assumed to be 
ruptmd. Since the tube rupture timing is uncertain, the SGTR is assumed at t and t'. 

33. AS 15a: SBO(2) - RCP SEAL FAILS (PSL) - UTAF- H/S FAILURE (at t) - VB - AP 
34. AS 15b: SBO(2) - RCP SEAL FAILS (PSL) - UTAF- WS FAILURE (at 1') - VB -AP 
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For the cases ASlSa and ASl5b, the AFWS is assumed to be unavailable from the start of 
the accident. RCP sed failure of PSL mode is assumed. Temperature-induced hot leg or surge line 
failure is assumed. The failure timing is uncertain and is assumed at t and 1'. 

35. AS 16a: SBO(2) - RCP SEAL FAILS (PSL) - UTAF - PORV/SRV STUCK OPEN (at t) - VB- AP 
36. AS 16b: SBO(2) - RCP SEAL FAILS (PSL) - UTAF - PORV/SRV STUCK OPEN (at 1') -VB- AP 

For the cases AS16a and ASI6b, the AFWS is assumed to be unavailable from the start of 
the accident. RCP seal failure of PSL mode is assumed, After core uncovery, PORV or SRV Stuck 
Open before vessel breach is assumed. The failure timing is uncertain and is assumed at t and t'. 

ABBREVIATIONS: 

AFWS - Auxiliary Feedwater System 
AP - Accident Progressing after Vessel Breach 
H / S  - Hot Leg/Surge Line 
ISGTR - Induced Steam Generator Tube Rupture 
PORV 
SBO(1) - Station Blackout with AFWS initially available 
SBO(2) - Station Blackout with A F W S  initially not available 
SGs - Steam Generators 
SRV - pressurizer Safety Relief Valve 
WAF 
VE - Vessel Breach 

- pressurizer Power Operated Relief Valve 

- Uncovery of Top of the Active Fuel 

Accident scenarios ASl, AS2a, ASZb, AS3a, AS4a are chosen to be the reference data, 
representing Vessel Breach, ISGTR (1 tube), ISGTR (10 tubes), Hot Line/Surge Line Failure, 
PORV Stuck Open cases respectively. Figure 1.1 to Figure 1.25 show the MAAP simulation 
results of these scenarios. Sensor readings of primary system pressure, steam generator pressure, 
steam generator temperature, containment pressure, and containment temperature were used for 
diagnosis. 

Artificial Neural Networks and Expert System 

The human brain accomplishes very complicated tasks by using billions of simple neurons 
which are interconnected f 17-19]. Artificial neural networks (ANN) are the computer simulations 
of human brain function. These networks have many artificial neurons, usually called processing 
elements. These processing elements are organized in layers and have similar functions as human 
neurons by many adding up the values with weights of the many inputs. The input layer acts as a 
buffer for the input data. The output layer acts as a buffer for the output results. There might be 
one or more hidden layers in between. A leaming process is accompIished by presenting both input 
data and desired output results and then obtaining the weighting coefficients among layers of 
processing elements by some learning algorithms. During recall process, the trained neural 
network takes inputs and generates output results. 

Figure 2 shows the basic structure of the diagnostic neural networks. It is a three-layer, 
feed-forward, backpropagation neural network. The MAAP data is used to train the neural 
networks which are then tested against all the other scenarios. To some extent, this would 
guarantee the generality of the neural networks to detect and identify the faults under various 
conditions. 
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The expert system will provide the general environment for monitoring the overall plant 
status, determination of neural networks usage, displaying necessary information. The expert 
system also provides independent primary system failure diagnosis, if possible. The software used 
for the proposed expert system will be NEXPERT OBJECT [20]. which is a commercial software 
under the IBM PC window environment. IF-THEN .rules are used for backward reasoning and 
forward reasoning. 

Neural Network Training 

To evaluate the data adequacy for diagnosis and determine the data for neural network 
training for failure detecting and identification, training data was taken from the starting of the 
failure and was progressive increased (every 20 second step). The input neurons are determined 
according to the amount of data for training. There are two output neurons with following mapping 
scheme for training shown in table 1. 

Table 4.2.1 Output mapping scheme for neural network training for data evaluation 

ICASE NAME 1 Output Neuron 1 target I Output Neuron 2 target I 
Vessel Breach 0.1 0.1 
ISGTR 0.1 0.9 
Hot LeglSurge Line Failure 0.9 0.1 
PORV Stuck Open 0.9 0.9 

Fourteen groups of data (3x20s. 4x20s. 5x20s, 6x20s, 7x20s. 8x20s. 9x20s. 10x20s. 
13x20s. 14x20s, 15x20s. 16x20s. 17x20s, and 20x20s) from AS1 (Vessel Breach), AS2a 
(ISGTR), ASZb(ISGTR), AS3a(H/S Failure), AS4a(PORV Failure) was used for the training. 
Sensor data is normalized between 0.0 and 1.0. For network recall process, any data less than 
0.25 is treated as 0, any data above 0.75 is treated as 1.0, any data between 0.25 and 0.5 is treated 
as likely 0, any data between 0.5 and 0.75 is treated as likely 1. The mapping scheme used for 
testing is shown in table 2. 

Figure 3.1 to Figure 3.14 show the mining convergence for these cases. Table 3 to Table 
6 show the test results. Case 1 is the AFWS initially working and no RCP Seal Failure case. Case 
2 is the AFWS initially working with RCP Seal Failure case. Case 3 is the AFWS initially Non- 
working and no RCP Seal Failure case. Case 4 is the AFWS initially Non-working with RCP Seal 
Failure case. 

With the increasing of the data into the accident, the neural networks recall ability converge 
to a certain level where test results are no longer improved with more data. From the results, the 
converged time data for VB and Hog Legsurge Line is 3x20s. The converged time data for 

- ISGTR and PORV Stuck Open is 15x20s. 
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Table 2 Output mapping scheme for testing for data evaluation 

Output Neuron 1 Output Neuron 2 Mapping Case 
0.0 - 0.25 0.0 - 0.25 Vessel Breach 
0.25 - 0.5 0.0 - 0.25 likely Vessel Breach 
0.0 - 0.25 0.25 - 0.5 likely Vessel B m c h  
0.25 - 0.5 0.25 - 0.5 likely Vessel Bnach 
0.0 - 0.25 0.75 - 1.0 ISGTR 
0.25 - 0.5 0.75 - 1.0 likely ISGTR 

I likely ISGTR 0.0 - 0.25 0.5 - 0.75 
0.25 - 0.5 0.5 - 0.75 likely ISGTR 
0.75 - 1.0 0.0 - 0.25 H / S  Failure 
0.75 - 1.0 0.25 - 0.5 likely H / S  Failure 
0.5 - 0.75 0.0 - 0.25 likely WS Failure 
0.5 - 0.75 0.25 - 0.5 likely WS Failure 
0.75 - 1.0 0.75 - 1.0 PORV Failure 
0.5 - 0.75 0.75 - 1.0 likely PORV Failure 

0.75 - 1.0 0.5 - 0.75 likely PORV Failure 
0.5 - 0.75 0.5 - 0.75 likely PORV Failure 

Table 3 Test results for vessel breach identification 
- 

timedaa 3x20 4x20 5x20 6x20 l a 2 0  l a 2 0  9x20 loa20 15x20 16x20 17.20 20120 

case1 
case2 * * * + + * * * * * * * + t  

case3 + + + * * + + * + + * * * * *  
C W  + * * * + + * f ) . * * * + + + +  

--c ~ 
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Table 4 Test results for hot leusurge line identification 

case3 * . H i + * i + * * + + + + * + + + +  

Note 

Table 5 Test results for ISGTR identification 

+ + + + + +  
Case4 ++ ++ ++ ++ + I +  + + + + + + 

Table 6 Test results for PORV Stuck Open identification 
II 

h e d a t a  3x20 4x20 Sa20 6a2O ?a20 la20 9x20 10x20 15x20 16x20 17x20 20a2O 

case1 ++ ++ ++ ++ ++ ++ ++ ++ ++ ++ ++ ++ 
case2 + + + ++ ++ ++ ++ 

case3 + -Ism + + + + + + ++ ++ ++ ++ 
C a s e 4  + ++ ++ ++ ++ ++ ++ ++ ++ ++ ++ ++ 

-Ism -Ism -Ism -Ism -Ism 

r .L 

,: ++ positive + likely positive - likely negative -- negaave 

Finally, the Detection Neural Networks and Identification Neural Network were 
constructed. For each of these two neural networks, there are 80 input neurons representing 15 
time step of data of 20 second each. There are three output neurons with following mapping 
scheme shown in table 7. 
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CASE NAME Output Neural 1 Output Neural 2 Output Neural 3 
No F d w  0.1 0.1 0.1 
Vessel Bnach 0.9 0.1 0.1 
ISGTR 0.9 0.1 0.9 
WS Failure 0.9 0.9 0.1 
r 

I I 

The training samples included data of no failure case. The training data for Vessel Breach 
and WS Failure ranged from 3x20s to 8x20s into the accident respectively. The training data for 
ISGTR and PORV Stuck Open ranged from 10x20s to 15x20s. Since the number of input neurons 
is fixed at 80 or 15 time steps of 20 seconds, most training data also covers a portion of no failure 
case. Figure 4.1 and Figure 4.2 show the convergence of the training of the neural networks. The 
networks are tested using data VB and HS can be detected 20 seconds into the accident and 
identified 30 seconds into the accidents which would be confirmed for several more time steps. 
The ISGTR and PORV Stuck Open accidents can be detected I60 seconds into the accident and be 
identified 180 seconds into the accidents. Test of no failure cases was successful. When 30% of 
random noise was added to the training data, the Detection N e d  Network can still correctly detect 
various failure. Vessel Breach or WS Failure can be conectly identified by Identification Neural 
Network with 25% random noise added to the mining data. PORV Stuck Open and ISGTR can be 
correctly identified with 10% random noise. 

The Detection Neural Network and Identification Neural Network could be initiated during 
the cycling of the PORV period and long before the start of primary system failure. Every 20 
seconds, a new time step data could be fed in and the oldest time step data is thrown out. If the 
situation is classified as No Failure by Detection Neural Network, the process would continue. If 
some failure is detected by the Detection Neural Network, the Identification Neural Network would 
be initiated to identify which failure occurred. Further data input would be used for diagnosis 
confurnation. 

SUMMARY 

Neural network techniques have been successfully used to detect and identify primary 
system failures during station blackout. Among the things accomplished, the use of neural 
networks to evaluate data adequacy and sufficiency is a novel application of such a technique. The 
same technique will be used to consmct neural networks for RCP Seal Failure cases. The 
diagnosis of ISGTR would be more effective if steam generator radiation level can be used in the 
neural networks. Even though we give a scale for some sort of uncertainty assessment, a more 
thorough uncertainty analysis would be desirable, if possible. Expert system knowledge base 
formation and the integration of the prototype severe accident diagnostic system are the remaining 
tasks. 
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Figure 1 .I Primary System Pressure Time Series for AS 1 
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Figure 1.2 Primary System Pressure Time Series for AS2a 
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Figure 1.3 Primary System Pressure Time Series for AS2b 
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Figure 1.4 Primary System Pressure Time Series for AS3a 
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PORV Stuck Open 
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Figux 1.5 Primary System Pressure Time Series for AS4a 
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Figure 1.6 Steam Generator Pressure Time Series for AS 1 
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Figure 1.7 Steam Generator Pressure Time Series for AS2a 
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Figure 1.8 Steam Generator Pressure Time Series for AS2b 
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Figure 1.9 Steam Generator Pressure Time Series for AS3a 
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Figure 1.10 Steam Generator Pressure Time Series for AS4a 
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Figure 1.1 1 Steam Generator Temperature Time Series for AS 1 
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Figure 1.13 Steam Generator TemDerature Time Series for AS2b 
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Figure 1.14 Steam Generator Temperature Time Series for AS3a 
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Figure 1.15 Steam Generator TemDerature Time Series for AS4a 
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Figure 1.17 Containment Pressure Time Series for AS2a 
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Figure 1.18 Containment Pressure Time Series for AS2b 
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Figure 1.19 Containment Pressure Time Series for AS3a 
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Figure 1.21 Containment Temperature Time Series for AS1 
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Figure 1.23 Containment Temperature Time Series for AS2b 
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Figure 2 A three layer back propagation neural network 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

The effect of organizational factors on the risk of a nuclear power plant has received more 
and more attention in recent decades. The ultimate goal is to incorporate the influence of 
organizational factors into risk analysis. To achieve this goal, the following three questions must 
be answered: 

(1) what are the organizational factors and what are their characteristics; 
(2) how to measure these factors; and 
(3) how to quantitatively include the impact of these factors into risk analysis. 

To address these three questions, this year we have canied on work in three aspects. First, 
operational experiences expresstd in the ASSET reports are examined in terms of twenty 
organizational dimensions (factors) proposed by the Brookhaven National Laboratory and 
Pennsylvania State University. Second, the Behaviorally Anchored Rating Scales (BARS) method 
has been used to develop the measurement scales for some of the categories of one important 
organizational factor, deep technical knowledge. BARS for seven subcategories of deep technical 
knowledge have been finished. This study provides a measmment method for an organizational 
factor and can be extended to some other organizational factors. Third, the most important step is 
how to use these measurement scales to include the influence of organizational factors into 
Probabilistic Safety Assessment (PSA). The Work Process Analysis Model (WPAM) has been 
proposed. It is an analysis tool to quantitatively include the impact of organizational factors on 
nuclear safety through the key work processes in a nuclear power plant. The algorithm for the 
design change work process has been developed and applied to modify one dominant sequence of 
Plant A. 

XI. OPERATIONAL EXPERIENCE STUDY 

In the past, we studied the LERs of Plant A (LERs of 1988-1991) and the LERs in  1985's 
Precursor analysis , hoping to obtain some statistical data on organizational and management 
factors. But information in LERs is usually very brief and does not go deeply into organizational 
factor's root cause analysis in many cases. For this reason, we then searched other literature. 
Accident analysis reports and the ASSET reports are very useful in this sense. Three accident 
analysis reports and three ASSET report were chosen for detailed study initially. Recently, as a 
result of a series of research activities, a collection of twenty organizational dimensions (factors) 
has been identified [I, 21. Brookhaven National Laboratory (BNL) has worked out the definitions 
for these dimensions (Appendix). These dimensions represent a comprehensive a1 though 
overlapping taxonomy of organizational elements that relate to the safe operations of nuclear power 
plants. In the study of operational reports, we use these twenty organizational dimensions. 

For several years the IAEA has offered its help to assist nuclear power plant operating 
organizations by means of the Assessment of Safety Significant Events Team (ASSET) program. 
More than twenty nuclear power installations have invited the IAEA to send ASSET teams of 
experts to perform reviews of operating experiences. The team prepares a written report to the 
nuclear installation, a report which focuses on the effectiveness of the organization in correcting 
problems, and, in particular, the depth and adequacy of root cause analysis. The purpose of 
ASSET is to review the operating organization and provide conclusions on the appropriateness and ' completeness of the planned and implemented corrective action. Generic lessons are drawn and 
suggestions are offered when necessary to improve plant management control on prevention of 
incidents and thus to enhance the overall level of operational safety. 

The team provides a report (ASSET report) [3] which follows the same structure, and more 
importantly, it perform root cause analysis deep into the organization and management level; thus, 
the reports provide a very useful database for our study. The path we have chosen is to analyze 
each of a large number of ASSET reports in terms of twenty organizational dimensions, identifying 
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those organizational dimensions which appear to play a significant role in the operating events 
chosen for detaiIed analysis by the ASSET teams. Other significant Occurrences discussed in the 
ASSET reports are also examined. We look for patterns for each nuclear power plant (NPP) and 
correlations among them. We found a considerable correlation between these dimensions and the 
management related nxommendations made by the ASSET teams. 

2.1 ASSET Root Cause Analysis 

Thirtetn plants and a total of thirty events are analyzed. The results arc listed in Table 1. In 
the table the numbers arc relevant times of Occurrences for each event. In the following, Leningrad 
(Russia) nuciear power piant event analysis is given in detail as an example. The words in italics 
8fe quoted from the ASSET reports. Our choice of dimensions for each Occurrence follows 
immediately below. 

Two notes need be made here. First, Safety Culture is only one of the twenty dimensions 
in BNL's taxonomy. Second, ASSET reports frequently suggest surveillance control or program 
deficiencies as a root cause in many events. We interpret this to mean that the plant's activities are 
not clearly defmed and carried out, and attribute this to the dimension Roles-Responsibilities. 

Event: Fuel damage followed by release of unfiltered gases outside the plant on March 24, 
1992 

Brief Description of the Event: On March 24, 1992, Unit 3 was operating at full power. The 
flow of water to one channel decreased sharply suddenly. The channel tube ruptured and in 
approximately 5 seconds high core cavity pressure initiated a fast emergency reactor mp 
and turbine generator shutdown, and closing of the flow of helium and nitrogen to the core 
cavity. In addition, the fuel channel integrity monitoring system showed high moisture 
levels in the core cavity. 

Occurrence I .  Unexpected closing of regulating valve. 
Problem Identification, Organizational Learning, Technical Knowledge 

Direct cause of Occurrence 1: 
( I )  Deviation in the thermal treatment (manufacturing weakness). Cracks initiated. 

Technical Knowledge 
(2) Extra force applied to close valve (operating practices). Formalization, Technical 

Knowledge, Organizational Learning, Training 
Root cause of Occurrence 1: 
(I) Inadequate detection of manufacturing weaknesses. Incorrect quality control. 

Roles-Responsibilities, Problem Identification, Safety Culture 
(2) Inadequate detection of valve cracks in service (surveillance program). 

Roles-Responsibilities, Resource Allocation 

Occurrence 2.  Lack of logic system for this situation. 
Technical Knowledge, Problem Identification, Communication-Interdepartmental, 
Training 

Direct cause of Occmnce 2: 
( I )  The auromatic switch overfiom air release to filtered vent was not actwted by the core 

caviry overpressure signal (design). 
Technical Knowledge 

(2) The lack of logic system was not recognized by plans staflsince start of operation. 
Safety Culture, Problem Identification, Technical Knowledge 

. 

t 
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Root cause of Occumnce 2: 
( I )  The commissioning tests failed to check all the safety actuations that should work with 

the core cavify overpressure signal. 
Technical Knowledge 

(2) (Inadequate policy of Surveillance) The operating experience feed back had no 
opportunity to discover the lack of system. 
Roles-Responsibilities, Communication-Interdepartmental 

Technical Knowledge, Formalization 

Localization System, thur resulting in delay of air release to filtered vent. 
Fomalization, Technical Knowledge 

recognize and act on problem. 
Communication-Intradepartmental, Roles-Responsibilities 

channel rupture. 
Technical Knowledge . 

channel rupture. 
Technical Knowledge, Roles-Responsibili ties 

Occurrence 3. Procedures fail to give guidance for manual switch over to filtered vent. 

Direct cause of Occurrence 3: 
( I )  Technological Procedures were not written to cope with failure or non-operation of 

(2) The complex shvt organization and divided responsibilities made it dificult to 

Root cause of Occurrence 3: 
( I )  Operations staff were not aware that Localization System logic would not operate for a 

(2) tack of clear Design Basis document to clarify the systems operation, specifically for  

2.2 Results and Conclusions 

Though the number of samples is too small to give statistical data and to draw conclusions, 
the study still sheds some light. First, The twenty organizarional factors in general are an adequate 
taxonomy. We are relatively satisfied with the definitions of the twenty organizational dimensions. 
We usually can relate the organizational weakness in the events to one or more dimensions. 
Second, for essentially every plant studied, Formalization, Roles-Responsibilities, Safety Culture, 
and Technical Knowledge played a role in each event. This is suggestive of a pattern which might 
warrant: (1) greater emphasis on these dimensions, and (2) a spot check at other aspects of the 
plant to see if these deficiencies are common. For a few plants (Kozloduy, Fessenheim) training 
was a contributor to each event, which is possibly suggestive of a deficiency. Problem 
Identifcation appeared frequently for Balakovo, Kozloduy, and Novoronezh. 

rrr. ORGANIZATION FACTORS MEASUREMENT 

After identifying the organizational factors which will impact the plant safety, the next question is 
how to measure these factors. Based on the previous operational experiences study, one important 
organizational factor, adequate or deep technical knowledge, has caught our attention and received 

. detailed study as an example of developing measurement methodology. In an effort to provide an 
initial basis for further examination of deep technical knowledge, technical knowledge was divided 
into six broad categories, some of which are subdivided into two or three subcategories as follows: 

(1) PRA: Level 1, Lev4 2, Level 3 
(2) Details of Plant: Srmctures, Systems, Components 
(3) Transient Behavior: Reactor Physics, Thermal Hydraulic 
(4) SeveIe Accident Management 
( 5 )  Physical Science: Health Physics, Chemistry, Materials 
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(6) Safety Basis: Design Basis, Technical Specification, Regulation and Industry Standards 

Currently, Structured Interview Protocol, Behavioral Checklist and Behavioral Anchored 
Rating Scales (BARS) arc methods used in organizationd factors measurement. BARS has been 
identified as a potentially valuable instrument in the measurement of various attributes important to 
an evaluation of the quality of organization. BARS is a performance evaluation device that 
incorporates behavioral examples with general performance dimensions. Specifically, each scale 
represents an area of performance (in this case one of the subcategories of deep technical 
knowledge). The behaviors an designed to facilitate the useis interpretation of poor, average, and 
high on each of the scales. In the development of BARS, experts art brought together to define the 
dimension and provide behavioral examples. 

For each subcategory, a generic set of performance measures has been prepared, each 
representing a differing combination of aspects of deep technical knowledge applicable to the 
particular performance dimension. For the dimension "reactor physics", which is a subcategory of 
transients, ten performance measures, which take the place of the behavior examples usually 
formulated in a BARS application, were deveIoped to make a list from which selections have been 
made to provide preliminary five-point BARS for ten different positions at the plant. The draft ten 
performance measures for subcategory "reactor physics'' are the following: 

(1) Good working knowledge (quantitative) of steady state and transient neutronics (kinetics 
and dynamics), including all relevant reactivity contributors, deep familiarity with all plant 
specific reactivity control features, reactivity accident potential (e.g. phenomenological 
course of ATWS) and criticality considerations under severe accident conditions, and 
quantitative grasp of the interaction between thennal-hydraulic and neutronic phenomena. 

(2) Phenomenological understanding (semi-quantitative) of all important reactivity related 
effects in steady state, start-up, shutdown and accident conditions, including severe 
accident re-criticality, details of plant specific reactivity control features including indirect 
reactivity control effects. Capable of understanding the interaction between neutronic 
and thermal hydraulic phenomena. 

(3) Capable of recognizing abnormal reactivity conditions, performing an estimated critical 
position, estimating the magnitude of changes in power associated with anticipated 
transients, (e.g. drop rods, loss of feedwater, etc.). 

(4) Continuing familiarity with major relevant reactor physics concepts, (e.g. multiplication, 
burnup, fission product poisons, reactivity feedbacks), familiarity with reactor physics role 
in safety for specific plant. 

(5 )  Capable of visualizing the plant response to change in reactivity due to plant activities (e.g. 
startup, shutdown), anticipate abnormal reactor states (e.g. high flux tilt, inoperable control 
rods, etc.) and thermal hydraulic effects on power (e.g. cool-water accident, loss of 
feedwater heating). 

(6) Some familiarity with concepts of criticality, shutdown, reactivity feedback, reactivity 
transients, influence of system failure on ability to shutdown, understand safety function 
of critical components in systems important to reactivity control. 

(7) Familiar with the concept of reactivity control (rods, boron, etc.), understands the 
important systems and components in controlling reactivity during normal plant operation 
and accident conditions. 
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(8) Some familiarity with the concept of fission, reactor control and systems for controlling the 
fission process, understands the importance of maintenance on reactivity control system, 
especially maintenance on redundant trains. 

(9) Understands the basic fission process and concept of criticality. Can name the major 
systems related to shutdown of the reactor. 

(10)Knows the plant uses nuclear energy as a heat sourcc, can find his way through the plant, 
understands the concepts of safety (similar to a general employee). 

The draft performance measures for the positions of shift technical advisor and maintenance 
foreman follow. (Note that an excellent rating is not appropriate for each position for each 
dimension.) 

Shift Technical Advisor: . 
ExceIIent 

Good 

Poor 
Maintenance Foreman: 

Excellent 

Good 

Poor 

I Generic Measure(2) 
2 Generic Measure(3) 
3 Generic Measure(4) 
4 Generic Measure(5) 
5 Generic Measure(5) 

1 Generic Measure(5) 
2 Generic Measure(6) 
3 Generic Measure(7) 
4 Generic Measure@) 
5 Generic Measure(9) 

The method has been applied thus far in draft fonn for seven dimensions (or subcategories) of 
deep technical knowledge: PRA level 1, PRA level 2, plant structures, plant systems, plant 
components, reactor physics and thermal hydraulic. Ten or twelve generic measures appeared to 
suffice for ten positions; however, it is anticipated several more generic measures would be useful 
to cover twenty different plant positions. The study on deep technical knowledge provides a 
feasible measurement method. This method can be extended to some other organizational factors. 

IV. WORK PROCESS ANALYSIS MODEL FOR DESIGN CHANGE WORK 
PROCESS 

indusmal experience and research have found that some nuclear power plants (NPP) with 
lower than average core melt frequencies had a poor regulatory performance as indicated by 
Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) reports, such as Systematic Assessment of Licensee 

- Performance ratings and Licensee Event Reports (LERs). The issue of the influence of 
organizational and management factors on risk has received more and more attention in recent 
decades. Work Process Analysis Model (WPAM) is an analysis tool to quantitatively include the 
impact of organizational factors on nuclear safety by building the link between these factors and 
probabilistic risk assessment (PRA) through the key work processes in nuclear power plants. 
While Davoudian et al's work 1,2 gave the analysis for the comctive maintenance work process, 
this report focuses on the analysis of the design change work process. The organizational factors 
used in WPAM are the twenty organizational factors mentioned above. 
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As one of the safety related work processes in nuclear power plants, the design change work 
process is receiving increased emphasis in the nuclear industry. The purpose of this design change 
work process study is to identify generic problems relating to design control and modification 
activities, to determine how organizational and management factors influence these problems 
through the design change work process, and to develop an algorithm that qualitatively and 
quantitatively includes the organizational factors into the PRA of nuclear power plants. 

4.1. The design change work process 

Regulatory inspections and utility experience show that modification and design control are 
similar from plant to plant and repeat over time. In our study, the design change work process 
Refers to the design control and modification activities of a nuclear power plant including: (1) field 
change: procedures and other documents modifications which do not alter plant functions, or 
design basis; (2) minor modification: minor design change activities which involve simple changes 
or small scopes of work; conceptual and preliminary engineering packages, formal cost estimating 
and design alternative considemtion are not required, (3) design change: change other than above 
two. Figure 1 gives an actual plant design change work process flow chart. The design change 
work process typically involves five major steps: design change request initiation, review and 
scope assessment, package generation and approval, field implementation and document close out. 

4. I. 1 Task Initiation 

Design change work process initiation generally occurs in one of four ways: (1) As a work 
request initiated, reviewed and approved in accordance with station engineering procedure and site 
work request procedure; (2) As the result of a licensing or other regulatory issue; (3) As a 
dispositioned nonconformance report, or station problem report assigned to the design organization 
for full or partial implementation, or a request for problem resolution; (4) Informal Rquests from 
station management for design engineering support. 

Design change tasks are reviewed by the nuclear engineering design organization 
management/discipline manager, and assigned to the appropriate Group Supervisor. He/she 
assigns the task to a System Design Engineer, who is responsible for the conception, design and 
implementation of the assigned design task. The System Design Engineer is the designated system 
design engineer for the affected system, but may be a discipline specialist if a task is non-system 
specific. 

4.1.2 Review And Scope Assessment 

The System Design Engineer and Group Supervisor review the scope and complexity of the 
design activity and determine the appropriate package format. The package alternatives are the 
Field Notice Package for field change, the Minor Modification Package for minor modification 
or the Design Change Package for design change. 

4.1.3 Package Generation And Approval 

A. Field Change Notice Package Generation and Approval. 

The generated package content typically includes: (1) Cover sheet form; (2) The supplement 
page, which is used to document the “BEFORE” and “AFTER conditions of each affected 
drawing; (3) Configuration document check list and forms, which are used to identify other 
documents that are affected by the change; (4) Determination that the proposed change is bounded 
by the safety evaluation; and (5 )  Review of the proposed change against the design criteria. The 
package is reviewed, approved and closed in accordance with the relevant plant quality procedm. 
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B. Minor Modification Package Generation and Approval. 

The content of generated Minor Modification Package mainly includes: (1) Cover sheet forms; 
(2) Description of change and an engineering evaluation; (3) A lOCFR50.59 safety evaluation; (4) 
License document impact; (5)  Design criteria evaluation; (6) Interim Design Change Notice forms 
which are used to document the “BEFORE” and “AFI’ER” condition of each affected drawing; and 
(7) Identification of affected design calculations and special testing requirements. The package is 
ltviewcd and approved in accordance with the relevant plant quality procedure. 

C. Design Change Package Generation and Approval. 

Design Change Package usually includes Conceptual Engineering Package and Preliminary 
Engineering Package. They are generated, reviewed and approved in accordance with the relevant 
plant quality procedure. 

A Conceptual Engineering Package is generated by the System Design Engineer which clearly 
describes the objective and reason for the change. A field walkdown should be performed by the 
System Design Engineer to identify any special field considerations such as accessibility, 
obstructions and interferences, and local environmental conditions. Alternate solutions should be 
developed and evaluated. The Conceptual Engineering Package should address the basis for the 
alternative, give sufficient explanation of the task for plant modification review and approval, and 
provide technical guidance for the generation of a Preliminary Engineering Package. The 
Conceptual Engineering Package should be numbered and routed by Technical Service-Document 
Conaol for review and approval by the Discipline Manager, other discipline Responsible Engineers 
as applicable, and the Station Technical Supervisor. Any comments generated in the course of this 
review should be resolved by the System Design Engineer. Based on the estimation contained in 
the Conceptual Engineering Package, the Cost and Schedule Organizatiun will evaluate the task for 
expense/capital funding considerations. 

The System Design Engineer will coordinate the generation of a Reliminary Engineering 
Package. When selecting materials or components, he/she should give preferential consideration to 
existing site warehouse stock. He/she is also responsible for generating the safety evaluation and 
design basis impact sections of the Package. All significant feasibility studies, analyses and 
assessment of design optimization alternatives should be completed prior to the issuance of the 
Package. The completed Preliminary Engineering Package should be numbered and routed for 
review by the affected discipline Responsible Engineers, the System Design Engineer, Discipline 
Manager and Station Technical Supervisor. After the Package has been distributed for review and 
comment, a station review meeting is then conducted. The System Design Engineer and system 
technical cognizant engineer should review and address any questions raised at that time. 

After the Preliminary Engineering Package is completed, the Design Change Package is 
assembled. The Originator should conduct interim station review meetings to provide the 
opportunity for representatives from interfacing organizations and disciplines to have input to and 
provide status on design development activities. Coordination of a site walkdown of the change 
with Construction and Station Technical Engineering personnel is also required. Site Configuration 
control is responsible for distribution of the approved Design Change Package to site organizations 
which will be potentially impacted by the change. The following site organizations are included in 
this distribution: Operation, Maintenance, Training and Site Procedures Group. 
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4.1.4 Field Implementation 

The following ate required to support field implementation of the design change (as applicable): 
(1) approved Design Change Package, or Minor Modification Package, or Field Change Notice; 
(2) approved Technical Specification Changes License Amendments as required by the engineering 
evaluation; (3) field and engineered material received, inspected and staged; (4) Testing Rocedures 
issued; and (5 )  plant conditions established. The Nuclear Construction (or Maintenance) 
department is responsible for coordination of construction and testing activities associated with the 
change. The System Design Engineer is responsible for the coordination and issuance of any field 
design changes requind in the course of design change implementation. He/she is also responsible 
for the coordination of design support for as-built, routing, installation, detail or isometric 
drawings as required. 

4.1.5 Document Closeout 

Document closeout refers to that poqion of the design change work process during which the 
documentation generated by package generation, installation, verification and testing processes is 
packaged, closed and filed. It also refers to the revision of related documentation to achieve 
consistency with as-built plant configurations. 

4.2 WPAM for Design Change Work Process 

4.2.1 Task Analysis 

The predictable nature of the work processes suggests that a systematic analysis can be 
conducted to identify the characteristics of a given process and develop performance measures with 
respect to the strengths and weaknesses in the process. Furthermore, since work processes are 
closely related to plant perfomance, it is possible to conduct the analysis to facilitate the integration 
of organizational factors and PRA methodology. The first step of WPAM consists of qualitative 
analysis of a given work process: Task Analysis. It focuses on understanding: (1) Tasks that are 
involved in the work process and the plant personnel involved in each task; (2) Actions involved in 
each task and their failure modes; (3) The defenses or baniers involved in each task and their 
failure modes. The result of the task analysis is a cross-reference table. For the design change 
work process it is listed in Table 2. 

Based on the task analysis, the organizational factors matrix for the studied work process is 
defined. The matrix shows the organizational factors that might influence the performance of each 
task in the work process. It is an assessment of the importance of organizational factors in the 
overall quality and efficiency of the work process. The organizational factors matrix for the design 
change work process is given in Table 3. 

4.2.2 Candidate Parameter Groups 

The goal of WPAM is to qualitatively include organizational factors into existing PRA. This 
can bc achieved by either adding organizational factors into existing fault trees, or modifying 
existing fault tree enmes. WPAM uses the latter. It is argued that the organizational factors are 
already in PRA because, first, human e m r  analyses are already in PRA, and second, failure data 
used in PRA are plant specific with organizational factors already considered. For this reason, our 
study mainly focuses on the organizational dependent failures, which include direct organizational 
dependent failures and orga-nizational factor common cause failures. Direct organizational 
dependent failures art defined as the hardware failures caused by organizational factors and those 
human emors caused by organizational factors but not covered by existing human error study. 
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Organizational factors common cause failures are defined as the failures of two or more 
components (either identical or not identical) caused by same organizational factors. I 

Typically, PRA results include a set of dominant accident sequences presented in logical 
combinations of minimal cut sets (MCSs), which contain basic events, such as hardware failures 
and human errors. Different organizational factors influence a basic event in different ways and 
play different roles, i.e., the organizational factors have different influence weights for different 
basic events. For this reason, a group of generic parameters, called the Candidate Parameter 
Groups, is defined so that the influence weights of organizational factors for these parameters are 
not changed. For the design change work process, the candidate parameter groups are defined as 
those parameters which are associated with the design change work process, and to which failure 
modes in minimal cut sets are susceptible. A list of these parameters are: 

(1) Failure due to hardware change (FHC); 
(2) Failwe due to hardware modification (FHM); 
(3) calibration procedures deficiency (CPD); 
(4) Maintenance procedures deficiency (MPD); 
(5)  Operating procedures deficiency (OPD); 
(6) Testing procedutes deficiency (TPD). 

These six candidate parameter groups are only pteliminary. Some of them can be subdivided. 
For example, "failure due to hardware change" can be divided as "wrong material", "wrong system 
interaction", etc. 

4.2.3 Analytic Hierarchy Process (AHP) Application 

To find the influence weights of organizational factors for each candi&te parameter group, the 
Analytic Hierarchy Process is used. AHP is a decision model which provides a method for multi- 
attributes to obtain priorities. The first step of AHP is to build a hierarchy for the system to study 
the functional interactions of its components and their impacts on the entire system. The second 
step is to take measurement and make judgment. A meaningful scale for the pairwise comparisons 
is adopted. Then a matrix calculation technique is used to obtain priorities. The details of this 
method can be found in Reference 7. 

Based on the task analysis, the hierarchy for the design change work process can be developed 
(Figure 2). Our goal is to obtain the influence weights of organizational factors for each candidate 
parameter group. The first level of the hierarchy is the six candidate parameter groups of the design 
change work process. The second level is the tasks of the design change work process because the 
failure modes influenced by the organizational factors occur while performing these tasks. The 
third level is the plant personneVpositions involved in these tasks because their behaviors decide 
the quality of the tasks conducted. The last level is organizational factors, which influence the 
behavior of the penonnel in the organization structure. 

After the hierarchy is developed, experts are asked to assign the painvise comparisons for the - hierarchy. A one to nine scale is used in WPAM. Then, a computer code is deveioped to calculate 
the influence weights of the organizational factors for each candidate parameter group. The AHP 
results for the design change work process are given in Table 4. 

4.2.4 Modification of Probabilities of MCSs 

To modify the probability of minimal cut sets, we need to build a connection between minimal 
cut sets and the candidate parameter groups and convert expert judgments into probabilities. In  
general the core damage frequency contributed by a MCS can be expressed as 
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when 
f ~ c s  = the con damage frequency contributed by a MCS, 
f i ~  
pi  = the probabilities of basic events, 
n = the number of basic events in a MCS. 

= the initiating event frequency, 

Since our study focuses on the organizational dependent failures, p1 is left alone. WPAM 
modifies the probabilities of the second or third events, given the first event has occurred, by 
considering the influence of organizational dependent failures. For a MCS with two events, for 
example, equation (1) is changed to 

fhfcs=FFE'P1 'P2ll 

He=, p211 is the conditional probability considering organizational dependent failure. 

To find ~211,  a modified Success Likelihood Index Model [8] (SLIM) is adopted. The SLIM is 
developed in human factor studies to convert expert judgments into probabilities. Experts evaluate 
the influenced performance factors with ratings and set the importance weights of these factors. 
The basic assumption of SLIM is that if the experts arc correct, then the weighted average of the 
ratings is related to the probability of the success that would be observed in the long run in the 
situation of interest. 

Before conducting the SLIM process, some definitions are given first as follows: 

Influence weightWcpG. .= the influence weight of ith organizational factor for ith candidate 

Independent weight EW,k,i = the independent influence weight of jth organizational factor 

Common cause weight CCW,, i = the relative importance weight of the ith organizational 

parameter grou# 

forjth event; 

factor for the kth event considering organizational factor dependent failures. 

To conduct the SLIM process, the first step is to decide the independent weights for each event 
in a MCS, which are functions of the influence weights: 

for i= 1 - 20, k = l - n  (3) 

The best way to obtain EWk,i is based on the percentage contribution data of all kinds of 
design changes in the studied plant. If the data are not sufficient, expert judgements can be used. 
The independent weights are equal to the weighted averages of the influence weights. 

Considering the organizationd dependent failures, the independent weights for the event 2 or 3 
. should change to common cause weights. Since the common cause weights mean the influence 

weights of organizational factors when both events occur, the similar concept of probability theory 
is used. This suggests multiplying the independent weights of two events to calculate the common 
cause weights, but here the normalization is needed: 

For a three event MCS, the common cause weight for the third event is calcuIated as 
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then normalized. Another way suggested in Reference 6 is to calculate CCw311, i and CCW312, 
using equation (4). The higher value is used. It is not clear which way is better at present. 

The second step of the SLIM process is to find the organizational factors performance ratings 
for the design change work process. The ratings are obtained using the organizational factor 
measurement methods devefoped in References 1 and 9 (method of this report Section III). The 
ratings given in Section III a the organizational perfaromance ratings for the positions in the plant. 
Using the AHP hierarchy developed for the design change work process in Figure 2, the weights 
of the positions connected with the design change work process versus the candidate parameter 
p u p s  of the design change work process can be obtained. The effective ratings for the design 
change work process can be calculated as: 

The ratings obtained from equation (6) are then averaged to obtain the final used ratings 

R CPGj  R i =  - for i= 1-20 
CPG 6 ’  

The scale for Ri is from one to five. Five means the plant’s organizational perfomance is 
perfect, while 1 means the worst. 

In the next step we need to convert the common cause weights and the plant organizational 
performance ratings into the probability modification for the events in the MCS. For the second 
event of a MCS, let 

P2n = a P 2  (8) 

where o! is a modifying coefficient, which is a function of the plant organizational performance 
ratings and the common cause weights 

a=F(CCW,, i ,Rj )  for j =  1-20 
The function F should satisfy the following conditions: 

(9) 

1) if CCW211, j = 1, and Ri = 5 ,  to simplify the problem, it is assumed in this case there is 
no organizational dependent failure occurring for perfect organizational performance, 
i.e., no modification for the original probability, p2ll = p2 and a = 1; 
if CCW211, i = 1, and Ri = 1, that means the two events have largest organizational 
dependency and the plant performance is worst, in this case, the modification caused by 
this factor should be the Iargest, i.e., p2ll 3 pmllx, a = %a ; 
if CCW211, i 3 0, that means the two events have little organizational dependency, then 
the probability would not change much, Le., p211 -+ p2 , a + 1. The first order Taylor 
approximation of the function I: which satisfies these conditions is 

2) 

3) 
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when gnax is the maximum contribution of organizational &pendency for the design change work 
process. 

4.3 Algorithm Application and Results 

The methodology developed in Section 4.2 has been used to analyze one of the dominant 
accident sequences in Plant A (a BWR). The sequence is initiated by Loss of Offsire Power and the 
nactor is scrammed, and subsequently onsite power is lost also. The safety relief valves open and 
reclose to relieve the pressure from the power imbalance caused when the turbine trips. The station 
blackout renders all core cooling systems inoptrable except high pressure coolant injection (HPCI) 
system, reactor core isolation cooling (RCIC) system and fire protection system. Since the 
feedwater system cannot provide reactor make-up, reactor water level falls. At a certain reactor 
water level, HPCI and RCIC are automatically initiated. HPCI injects water to control core water 
level. Automatic switchover of HPCI suction from the condensate storage tank to the torus on high 
torus water level is bypassed. After the initial reflooding with water provided by HPCI, the 
operator may use HPCI or RCIC to provide reactor level control. HPCl is expected tu fail after 8 
hours because of battery depletion, with core damage after about 13 hours. This sequence results 
in late core damage and a vulnerable containment. 

The reason for choosing this sequence to study is that 91% of the total internal core melt frequent 
(CDF) in Plant A is attributed to station blackout. The studied sequence has the highest frequency 
of 6.17E-O7/year. It conmbutes approximately 37.2% the total CDF. The mean CDF of the plant 
internal events is 1.92E-O6/year. 

The sequence comprises 4384 minimal cut sets. The IPE (Individual Plant Examination) lists the 
top 150 minimal cut sets, which contribute 90.6% of the sequence frequency. WPAM is used to 
modify the probabilities of these 150 MCSs. There are a total of 54 different basic events in the 
150 MCSs. Four of them are not associated with the design change work process. This leads to 
some MCSs which are not relevant to modification considering the influence of the organizational 
factors. After screening, 101 MCSs remained for further analysis. 

Since the plant design change history data is not available from the IPE, expert judgment is used 
in determining the percentage contributions of the candidate parameter groups of the design change 
work process for each kind of basic event. Preliminary weights of these basic events versus the 
candidate parameter groups are given in Table 5. Each basic event is expressed with a code 
composed of four pans and sixteen characters. The parts a: three-character system identifier, 
two-character event or component type identifier, two-character failure mode identifier, and five- 
character unique event identifier. Table 6 lists the descriptions of these codes. 

Using the weights in Table 4 and 5, the independent weights are calculated for each basic event 
in each MCS with Eqn. (3). The common cause weights are calculated using Eqn. (4). When 

* modifying the second or third event in a MCS, there are two kinds of parameters in Eqn. (10): 
plant organizational performance ratings for the studied work process and the anchoring point 
amax. The value of amrx is not clear at present because of a lack of data on organizational 
dependent failures. To see how the sequence frequency or con damage Enquency changes with 
amax, it is assumed that the plant has an average organizational performance rating of 3 for the all 
organizational factors. The new sequence frequencies and corresponding core damage frequencies 
(inntase caused by this sequence), considering the organizational dependent failures in this case, 
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are shown in Figure 3. amrx = I means that there is no organizational dependent failure 
modification, and the values of sequence frequency and the core damage frequency are the same as 
the values in the IPE. As can be predicted, both sequence frequency and CDF increase almost 
linearly with the increase of ?his is because the modikation approximation of Eqn. (10) is a 
linear function of amax and ratings. From Figure 3 it can be seen that when amax > 10, the 
sequence frequency curve is almost the same as the CDF curve, that is, the organizational 
dependent failures are the dominant conwibutors to the CDF. 

Sensitivity study is conducted for amax ranging from one thousandth to 100 times of the 
original probabilities of the basic event. Figure 4 shows how the sequence frequency (top 150 
MCSs) changes with amax, given different ratings as a parameter. Figure 5 shows how the 
sequence frequency changes with ratings given different anchoring point amax as a parameter. 
From the figure, if c 1.1, i.e., the probabilities of basic events increase one tenth considering 
organizational dependent failure, while the influence for the sequence frequency and core damage 
frequency can almost be ignored for the plant studied. This might be true, or the linear 
approximation may be too coarse to comectly reflect the influence of organizational factors in this 
range. Which conclusion is m e  requires more research on this issue and the collection of statistical 
organizational dependent faiIure data in the future. 

Results in Figures 3 to 5 assume that all the modified event probabilities have the same 
anchoring point. This may be too conservative when a is large. The common cause weights are 
relative importance influence weights are and not absolute values. Some events may be loosely 
connected. For example, the MCS No. 14 in the sequence is: 

T1* ES W-MDP-FR-P2A * AC4-XHE-MC-UVRLB * NR-LOSP- 13HR-TB 1 

The first basic event is failure to continue running of the emergency service water system 
pumps P2A, and the second basic event is the miscalibration of a relay on the AC elecmc power 
system bus. The failures involve different components, different failure modes, and the 
maintenance work belongs to different departments and follows different procedures. The chance 
is pafe for these two events to occur because of design change and modification activities, and to be 
caused by the same organizational factors. For this reason, sensitivity study is performed to focus 
on individual components. There are two kinds of mechanical components in the 150 MCSs: 
pumps and valves (check valve and motor driven valve). There is no MCS in which at least two 
basic events are related to valves in the 150 MCSs. Therefore pump is chosen as individual 
component, and hm is inmased for pump reIevant events while keeping q,,= = 1 for all other 
events. The increase of sequence frequency in this case is shown in Figures 6 and 7. For 
comparison, the results of increasing Umax for all events are also shown in these figures, that is, 
marked with “all”. Since for the “pump” curve in the figures, only the dependent failures of one 
component is considered, the actual sequence frequency should drop between the “pump” cwve 

- and the “all” curve. 

One point needs to be made here. To simplify the problem, the algorithm used in this report 
assumes that the basic event probability stays unchanged when the plant has the highest 
organizational perfarmanct ratings 5. This assumption may be too conservative. If generic data are 
for the average plants, the assumption should change to the basic event probability remaining 
unchanged when the organizational performance ratings of the plant equal to an average of 3. In 
this case. uwer and lower anchoring points are needed. 
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V. CONCLUSION 

The result of this report offers some new insights on the influence of organizational factors on 
safety. Organizational factors play a very important role in nuclear plant safety. The work process 
approach gives in-depth understanding of how organizational factors affect human behavior in an 
organization and finally impact safety. The algorithm proposed here provides a method to 
quantitatively include the influence of organizational factors on safety into PRA. 
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Appendix Definitions of the Organizational and Management Factors 

Centralization: Ctnualization refers to the extent to which decision-making and/or authority 
is localized in one m a  or among certain people or groups. 

Communication-External: External communication refers to the exchange of information, 
both formal and informal, between the plants, its parent organization, and external 
organizations (e.g., NRC, state, and public). 

Communication-Interdepartmental: Interdepartmental communication refers to the 
exchange of infomation, both formal and informal, between the different departments 
or units within the plant. It includes both the top-down and bottom-up communication 
networks. 

Communication-Intradepartmental: communication refers to the exchange of information, 
both formal and informal, within a given department or unit in the plant. It includes 
both the top-down and bottom-up communication networks. 

Coordination of Work: Coordination of work refers to the planning, integration, and 
implementation of the work activities of individuals and groups. 

Formalization: Formalization refers to the extent to which there are well-identified rules, 
procedures, and/or standardized methods for routine activities as well as unusuaI 
Occurrences. 

Goal Prioritization: Goal prioritization refers to the extent to which plant personnel 
understand, accept, and agree with the purpose and relevance of goals. 

Organizational Culture: Organizational culture refers to plant personnel's shared 
perceptions of the organization. It includes the traditions, values, customs, practices, 
goals, and socialization processes that endure over time and that distinguish an 
organization from others. It defined the "personality" of the organization. 

Organizational Learning: Organizational learning refers to the degree to which plant 
personnel and the organization use knowledge gained from past experiences to improve 
future performance. 

Organizational Knowledge: Organizational knowledge refers to the understanding plant 
personnel have regarding the interactions of organizational subsystems and the way in 
which work is actually accomplished within the plant. 

Ownership: Ownership refers to the degree to which plant personnel take personal 
responsibility for their actions and the consequences of the actions. It also includes 
commiaent to and pride in the organization. 

Performance Evaluation: Performance evaluation refers to the degree to which plant 
personnel are provided with fair assessments of their work-related behaviors. It 
includes regular feedback with an emphasis on improvement of future performance. 

Personnel Selection: Personnel selection refers to the degree to which the plant personnel 
are identified with the requisite knowledge, experiences, skills, and abilities to perform 
a given job. 
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Problem Identification: Problem identification refers to the extent to which the organization 
encourages plant personnel to draw upon knowledge, experience, and current 
information to identify problems. 

Resource Allocation: Resource allocation refers to the manner in which the plant distributes 
its financial resource. It includes both the actual distribution of resource as well as 
individud perceptions of this distribution. 

Roles-Responsibilities: Roles and responsibilities refer to the degree to which plant 
personnel and departmental work activities are clearly defined and carried out. 

Safety Culture: Safety culture refers to the characteristics of the work environment, such as 
the norms, rules, and common understandings, that influence plant personnel's 
perceptions of the importance that the organization places on safety. It includes the 
degree to which a critical, questioning attitude exists that is directed towards plant 
improvement. 

Technical Knowledge: Technical knowledge refers to the depth and breath of requisite 
understanding plant personnel have regarding plant design and systems, and of 
phenomena and events that bear on plant safety. 

Time Urgency: Time urgency refers to the degree to which plant personnel perceive 
schedule pressure while completing various tasks. 

Training: Training refers to the degree to which plant personnel are provided with the 
requisite knowledge and skills to perform tasks safely and effectively. It also refers to 
plant personnel perceptions regarding the general usefulness of the training programs. 
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Table 1 Organidonat Weaknesses of the Plants 
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Table 2 The Cross Reference Table for the Design Change Work Rocess 
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Table 4 AHP Results: Final Candidate-Parameter-Group Weights 
for Design Change Work Rocess 
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Table 5 Weights of Basic Events Versus CPGS 

BASIC EVENTS 

Esw-CCF-FR-PUMPS 

EDG-CCF-HW4EDGS 

EDG-CCF-HW-EffiAC 

AC4-XHE-MC-UVRtA 
A C 4 - X H E - M C - W B  

ES W-XHE-RE-ESW3A 
ES W-XHE-RE-ES W3B 
ESW-XHE-RE-P2A 
ES W-XHE-RE-nB 

ACbSBR-DN-EP2 A 
AC6-SBR-DN-EP2B 

~ 

ESW-CKV-CC-ESW 1 A 
ES W-CKV-CC-ESW 1B 
ES W-CKV-CC-ES W6A 
ESW-CKV-CC-ES W6B 

~~~~ ~ 

ES W-MDP-FR-P2A 
ES W-MDP-FR-P2B 

ES W-MDP-FS-PZA 
ES W-MDP-FS-PZB 

ESW-MOV-00-1 02a 
ES W-MOV -00- 1 02B 

AC4-RCI-FE-WEA3 
AC4-RCI-FE-94EB3 

ES W-RCI-F€-A42C 
ES W-RCI -FE-B42C 
ESW-RCI-FE-A63A 
ESW-RCI-FE-B63A 

0.3 
0. I 0.4 0.1 0.3 0. I 



Table 6 Descriptions of Basic Events Codes 

c 

w 
ESW-CCF-FR-PUMPS 
ESW-CCF-FS-PUMPS 
ESW-CCF-00-102AB 

EDG-ccF-Hw4EDGs 
EDG-CCF-HW-EDGAC 
ESW-XHE-RE 
ESW-XKE-MC 
AC6-SBR-DN 
ESW-CKV-CC 
ESW-MDP-FR 
ESW-MDP-FS 
ESW-MOV-00 
AC4-RCI-FE 
ESW-RCI-FE 
ESW-RCK-NO 
AC4-RCS-00 
ESW-RCS-OO 
AC4-RLY -N 0 
DC I-B AT-HW 
DCl -BDC-ST 

PescriDtion 
Common cause failure of ESW pumps to run 
Common cause failure of ESW pumps to sums 
Common cause failure of 46MOV-102AIB to close on 
demand 
Common cause failure of EDGS A, B, C and D 
Common cause failure of EDGS A and C 
Failure to Itston valve 46ESW-3M3 after test 
Miscalibration of bus 10500/10600 UV relays 
Circuit breaker does not operate 
Check valve noma1 close does not open 
Motor drive pumps 46P-2- fail to continue running 
Motor drive pumps fail to stan 
Motor optrate valve normal open fails to close 
Electric (relay) coil does not energize 
Electric (relay) coil does not energizt 
Convol circuit no output 
Contacts, nonnal open fail to close 
Contacts, normal open fail to close 
Relay no output 
Battery failure 
Panel faults at any load 

AC4 
AC6 

. DCl 
EDG 
ESW 

AC Electric power systems: 4.16KVac 
AC Electric power systems: 600Vac 
DC Eltcoic power systems: 125Vdc 
Emergency diesel generators 
Emergency service water system 
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Figure 1 Design Change Work Process Flowchart 
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Table I. (Continued) Organizational Weaknesses of the Plants 

Coordination of Work 

Resource Allocation 
Rolesdeswnsibilities 1 



Table 1. Organizational W c a k n ~ s  of the Plants 

PLANT 

Cenrralization 1 
CommunicationZx6cd 

Fonnaliza tion 
Goal prioritization 
Organirational Cultlln 
Organirational Knowledge 
Organizational Learning 
Ownership 
Performance Evaluation 
Personnel Settction 

Roles-Rcsmnsibilidcs 

Technical Knowledge 
TimeUmm 
TraininP 1 



Task 

Design 
Change 
Task 
Initiation 

Review and 
scow assessment 

Package 
Generation 
and Approval 

Field Im- 
plementation 

ActioalBarrier Department Personnel 

Document Assembly Nuclear Eng. Design System Design Engineer 

Task Initiation vm*OUS b D t .  Variable 
Organization (NEDo) (SDE) 

Review I NED0 I NEDoManagu 

Conceptual NEDO and 
Engineering hckage various Dept. 
(CEP) Geneation 

SDE and variable 

CEP Review and 
Approval 

NEDO, station 
operation (SO), 
NES&L* DepL 
Nuclear Generating 
Site (NOS) Dept, 
Design Review 
Committee (DRC). 
PMRC*+ 

SDE, GSs, 
Discipline Manager (DM) 
Discipline Responsible 
Engineer (DE) 
Technical Supervisor 
Engineer mE) 
Independent Review 
Engineer (RE) 

Preliminary ~ NEDOand 
Engineering Package various D e s  
(PEP) Generation 

$DE and variable 

~~~~~~~~ ~~ 

PEP Review and NEDO, SO, PMRC, SDE, GSs, 
Approval NEs&L Dcpt. DM, DRE, 

NGS Mi TSE. IRE 

Meetings 

Design Change 
Package or Minor 
Modification 
Packane 

Document Assembly 

Repsentatin of SDE, DREs 
Review Org. 

NED0 SDE, IRE, Inrcgrared 
Construction Dept. Plant Review Engineer 
Operation and variable 
Mainttnancc 

Nucket Consauction Variable I I Execution 

NESBrL: Nuclear Engineering Safely and Liceace 
**PMRC: Plant Modifcation Review Committee 

Table 2. The Cross Reference Table for the Design Change Work Process 
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Communication-Ex tcmd 
Communication-In t crdepartment al 
Communication-Intradepartmental 
Coordination of Work 
Formal iZati on 
Goal Prioritization 

~ ~ ~ 

Problem Identification 
Rtsoutct Atlocation 
Roles-Rtsponsibil it ies 
Safety Culture 
Technical Knowledge 
Time Urgency 

v 

mining 

X X 

x x x x x  
x x x x x  
x x x x x  

~ 

imple- 
menta- 

I 

X 
X 
X 

Table 3. The Organizational Factors Matrix for the &Sign CAangc Work Process 



' Table 4. AHP Results: Final Candidate-Parameter-Group Weights 
for Design Change Work Process 

CPD MPD OPD TPD FHC FHM 

Centralization 

Communication-External 

Communication- 
Interdepartmental 

Communication- 
Intradepanmental 

.0634 .a534 ,0676 .E76 .a76 .0676 

,0907 .0907 .0856 .0856 ,0907 
I 

.w93 11 Coordination of Work .a597 .0693 .os93 .(xi93 

.1@0 ,1640 ,1640 ,171 1 .1@0 Formalization 

Goal Prioritization 

.OS9 I - .OS56 .0856 .0856 

.OS26 

Organizational Learning 

organizational Knowledge 
L 

Ownership 

Performance Evaluation 

Personnel Selection 

.@I6 .@I6 .OS26 .OS26 

11 Problem Identification 

Resolrrce Allocation 

Roles-Respnsibilitis 

safely culture 

Technical Knowledge 

Time Urgency 

Training 

~ 

.0034 
~ 

.0034 .m34 ,0034 .0030 

.34w 3 8 3  3483 3 8 3  3 8 3  
c 

.OS1 1 .a85 .W85 .Os85 .0885 
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Table 5. Weights of Basic Events Versus CPGs 

BASIC EVENTS I FHC 

Esw-ccF-FR-Pum I 0.1 

ESW-CCF-FS-PUMPS 1 ~ 0.1 
ESW-CCF-00-102AB 1 0.1 

EDG-CCFW4EDGS I 0.1 

EDG-CCF-HW-EDGAC I 0.1 

1 AC4-XHE-MC-UVRLA 
AC4-XHE-MC-UVRLB 

ESW-XHE-RE-ESW3A 
ES W-XHE-RE-ESW3B 
ESW-XHE-RE-P2A 
ESW-XHE-RE-F2B 

AC6-SBR-DN-EP2A 
AC6-SBR-DN-EP2B 

ESW-CKV-CC-ESW 1 A 
ES W -CK V-CC-ES W 1 B 
ESW-CKV-CC-ESW6A 
ES W-CKV-CC-ESW6B 

0.1 

ES W-MDP-FR-E A I 0.1 
ES W-MDP-FR-P2B 

ES W-MDP-FSP2A I 0.1 
ES W-MDP-FS-nB 

I ESW-MOV-00-102A 
ESW-MOV-00-102B 

1 AC4-RCI-FE-94EA3 
AC4-RCI-FE-94EB3 

ES W -RCI-FE-A42C 
ESW -RCI-F€-B42C 
ES W-RCI-FE-A63A 
ESW-RCI-FEB63A 

ES W-RCS-OO-A63A9 
ES W-RCS-OO-B63A9 
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Table 5. (Continued) Weights of'Basic Events Versus CFGS 

BASIC EVENTS I F H C I F H M  

ESW-RCK-NO-PZA 
ES W-RCK-NO-PZB 
ES W-RCK-NO- fO2A 
ES W-RCK-NO- 102B 

AC4-RCS-OO-A63A9 
AWRCS-OO-B63A9 
AC4-RCS-00-94 E A3 
AC4-RCS-00-94EB3 

AC4-RLY-NO-HOEAI 
AC4-RLY -NO-HOEB 1 
AC4-RLY-NO-HOEA3 
AC4-RLY-NO-HOEBS 

0.2 

DCI-BAT-HW-BATI'A I * I 0.2 

DC 1 -BDC-ST-B CB2A 
DC 1 -BDC-ST-DC-AZ 
DC 1 -BDC-ST-DC-A3 
DCl -BDC-ST-DC-B3 
DC 1 -B DC-ST-DC-A4 
DC 1 -BDC-ST-DC-B4 

0.1 

0.2 

0.4 

0.6 1 I 0.2 
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Table 6. Descriptions of Basic Events Codes 
- Code 
ES W-CCF-FR-PUMPS 
ESW-CCF-FS-PUMPS 
ES W-CCF-00- 102AB 

EDG-CCF-HW-4EDGS 
EDG-CCF-HW-EDGAC 
ESW-=-RE 
ESW-XHE-MC 
AC6-SBR-DN 
ESW-CKV-CC 
ESW-MDP-FR 
ES W-MDP-FS 
ESW-MOV-00 
A C4-R CI-FE 
ESW-RCI-FE 
ES W-RCK-NO 
AC4-RCS-00 
ESW-RCS-00 
A C4-RLY-NO 
DCI -BAT-HW 
DC1 -BDC-ST 

AC4 
AC6 
DCl 
EDG 
ESW 

DescriDtion 
Common cause failure of ESW pumps to run 
Common cause failure of ESW pumps to starts 

Common cause failure of 46MOV-102m to close on 
demand 
Common cause failure of EDGS A, B, C and D 
Common cause failure of EDGS A and C 
Failure to restore valve 46ESW-3A/B after test 

Miscalibration of bus 10500/10600 UV relays 
Circuit breaker does not operate 
Check valve normal close does not open 
Motor drive pumps 46P-2A/B fail to continue running 
Motor drive pumps fail to sm 
Motor operate valve normal open fails to close 
Electric (relay) coil does not energize 
Electric (relay) coil does not energize 
Control circuit no output 
Contacts, normal open fail to close 
Contacts, normal open fail to close 
Relay no output 
Battery failun 
Panel faults at any load 

0 

AC Electric power systems: 4.16KVac 
AC Electric power systems: 6OOVac 
DC Electric power systems: 125Vdc 
Emergency diesel generators 
Emergency service water system 
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Figure 1. Design Change Work Process Flowchart 
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APPENDIX D-1 

Published Papers on the Influence of 
Organizational and Management Quality on Risk 



APPENDIX E 

Considerations of Long Term Risk in the Disposal of Hazardous Wastes 



Considerations of Long and Very Long Term Risk 
from the Disposal of Hazardous Wastes 

In recent years it has become recognized that there is a need for a general 
philosophic policy to guide the regulation of waste disposal involving long term 
and very long term risks. In the past this has seemed to be a problem which 
belonged to the disposal of high-level radioactive wastes. However,there has been 
international recognition that large quantities of non-radioactive carcinogens are 
being disposed of,and that these materials will never decay, e.g.,arsenic, nicke1,etc. 
Countries like the Netherlands, are examining this issue as a matter of national 

requiring the development of a consistent policy. 
I policy, and officials in the Nordic countries have also identified this as a matter 

One of the difficult aspects of regulating very long term risks arises from the issue of 
intergenerational transfer of risk or intergenerational equity. Some translate this 
into the question of whether future health effects can be discounted. However, this 
is an over-simplification of the problem. Furthermore, the balance between 
intergenerational equity and intragenerational equity, as well as issues such as the 
legacy left by an activity and the future state of society, must be considered, among 
others. 

Most electricity generation sources, indeed most energy sources, including efficiency, 
have the possibility of introducing long-term risk in waste disposal. Fossil fuels 
contain heavy metal contaminants. Photovoltaic devices may contain arsenic. 
Shale development would pose still greater waste problems. In many of these cases 
the issue of very long term risk from waste disposal has not studied. 

Similarly, chemical factories, petroleum refineries, and electroplating plants, among 
others, are sources of hazardous waste, either directly from the plant or from the 
end use of the product. 

In this country, thus far, the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) has treated the 
disposal of radioactive wastes far more stringently than non-radioactive wastes. The 
time horizon for which very low individual or societal risks must be predicted with 
high confidence is 10,000 years and possibly longer. Institutional controls must be 
assumed to be ineffective after 100 years, and all knowledge of the existence of the 
geologic repository is lost after that period. Society is assumed to be like it is today 
technologically, that is, there are no advancements in medicine. Furthermore, it 

.must be assumed that individuals will not have the benefit of routine testing of 
water and food for radioactivity, and cleaning it up or substituting for it, if 
appropriate. 

On the other hand, hazardous chemical waste disposal sites operating under the 
Resource Conservation and Recovery Act (RCRA) are generally regulated by 
provisions that are effective for 100 years or less. The burial of such wastes is 
relatively shallow and can lie above an aquifer. 

1 
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APPENDIX F 

Probabilistic Treatment of Fuel Motion and Relocation 
within the Reactor Vessel during a Severe Core Damage Accident 



Probabilistic Treatment of the Uncertainties in Fuel Motion 
Within the Reactor Vessel During a Severe Core Damage Accident 

The prediction of the motion within the reactor vessel of core fuel, control rods, and 
structural material during a severe core damage accident is extremely complicated. 
Even after the fact, analysts have found it difficult to match accurately the final fuel 
configuration found in the reactor vessel during the post mortem examination of 
the acadent at Three Mile Island 2. 

The accuracy of such predictions has taken on a growing importance in recent years. 
With the increased attention to the course of postulated severe accidents, and the 
efforts to develop acadent management methods to ameliorate the consequences of 
such accidents, the potential for reactor vessel breach, or failure elsewhere in the 
primary system, becomes very important. Both the advanced light water reactors 
and some of those currently in operation are considering flooding of the 
containment to a high enough level to cool the lower part of the reactor vessel, in 
order to help retain the hot fuel. 

However, there are considerable uncertainties in the modeling of a core meltdown 
accident. SCDAP/RELAP 5 has been the tool most frequently used, but it is known 
to be inadequate in its formulation, and many adjustable, empirical parameters are 
needed to match the bulk of the post mortem results at TMI 2. 

In this research it is planned to examine SCDAP/RELAP 5 for its good and weak 
points, and to try to assign uncertainties to various facets of the analysis. 

In addition, a lack of precise knowledge exists of the reactor conditions at the time of 
initiation of an actual accident, as well as of the interventions which may be made 
by man, and of the continued operability of various systems and components. 

These all contribute to uncertainty in the actual fuel motion, and a treatment of 
where and when the fuel is likely to go, with what probability, could be of 
considerable value to an assessment of the likelihood of retaining the bulk of the 
fuel and radioactivity within the primary system. 

It is the objective of this research to develop such a probabilistic methodology. The 
research is currently in the review stage. Mr. Xuegao An, a PhD candidate, has 
begun this effort. 
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Progress Reports 
1st Progress Report, May 1, 1993 
2nd Progress Report, March 18,1994 
3rd Progress Report, March 8, 1995 
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3rd Annual Report, February 1,1996 


